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‘Milestone’ in relations
TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa has 
lauded the King Hamad 

Causeway project which will link 
the two kingdoms, describing it 
as a milestone in the history of 
the Bahraini-Saudi relations.

This came as HM the King re-
turned home yesterday from 
Riyadh after wrapping up an 

official visit to Saudi Arabia.
He held a meeting with Cus-

todian of the Two Holy Mosques 
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al 
Saud at his palace.

His Majesty thanked King Sal-
man for the gracious welcome 
and hospitality and for the in-
vitation which reflects the dis-
tinguished historical relations.

B o t h  l e a d e r s  r e v i e we d 
deep-rooted historical relations 

between the two countries and 
their steady growth at all levels. 
They discussed the efforts ex-
erted by both countries to pro-
mote coordination and strategic 
cooperation on regional issues.

HM King Hamad also stressed 
Bahrain’s keenness on boosting 
the GCC march.

(HM King back from  
Saudi visit – Page 2)HM the King with King Salman
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HM King back from Saudi visit
TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa wrapped 

up a successful official visit to 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
yesterday.

HM the King met Custodian 
of the Two Holy Mosques King 
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud 
as they discussed strong histor-
ical fraternal relations and the 
latest regional and internation-
al developments.

King Salman commended the 
inherent and honorable stances 
of Bahrain, under the leader-
ship of HM King Hamad, and its 
efforts to promote the Gulf Co-
operation Council (GCC) march 
and foster security and stability 
in the region.

King Salman held a lunch 
banquet in honour of His Maj-
esty.

On arrival in Riyadh, His 
Majesty was welcomed by 
Saudi Crown Prince, Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister 
of Defence, His Royal Highness 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
bin Abdulaziz Al Saud.

He was also welcomed by 
Deputy Governor of Riyadh 
Region HRH Prince Moham-
med bin Abdulrahman bin Ab-
dulaziz, Saudi Ambassador to 
Bahrain, HRH Prince Sultan bin 
Ahmed bin Abdulaziz, Bahraini 
Ambassador to Saudi Arabia 
Shaikh Ali bin Abdulrahman 
bin Ali Al Khalifa and Saudi 
Minister of Commerce and Act-
ing Minister of Media Dr Majid 
bin Abdullah Al Qasabi, the ac-
companying minister.

Bahrain commends UAE leadership 
on UN Security Council presidency
TDT | Manama

His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa and His 

Royal Highness Prince Sal-
man bin Hamad Al Khalifa, the 
Crown Prince and Prime Min-
ister, sent cables of congratula-
tions to the UAE royal leader-
ship on the country’s presiden-
cy of the UN Security Council 
for the month of March.

HM the King and HRH Prince 

Salman congratulated the Pres-
ident of the UAE, HH Shaikh 
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, 
Vice President and Prime Min-
ister and Dubai Ruler, HH Shai-
kh Mohammmed bin Rashid Al 
Maktoum, and HH Shaikh Mo-
hammmed bin Zayed Al Nahy-
an, Abu Dhabi Crown Prince 
and Deputy Supreme Com-
mander of the Armed Forces.

 They said that the UAE 
presidency of the UN Security 

Council would contribute to 
bolstering the council’s role in 
strengthening global security, 
security and stability and find-
ing solutions to current inter-
national issues.

HM King Hamad and His 
Royal Highness hailed the UAE 
global standing and competent 
and active diplomacy, wishing 
the brotherly country and its 
people further development, 
progress and prosperity.

Urology surgeon from Austria to visit Kingdom
TDT | Manama

Royal Bahrain Hospital wel-
comes Prof Dr Bob Djavan, 

Consultant–Urology Surgeon, 
on a visitation to provide his 
expert services to the people 
of Bahrain.

Dr Djavan will be available 
for consultation at the Royal 
Bahrain Hospital from March 
12 to 14.

He is Professor of Urology at 
University of Vienna and New 
York University in addition to 
being Chairman of Department 
of Urology, Rudolfinerhaus 

Foundation Hospital, Vienna, 
Austria.

Dr Djavan holds degrees 
in Urology from the Medical 

University of Vienna and has 
obtained the Fellowship of De-
partment of Urology, University 
of Texas.

He is proficient in multiple 
languages and speaks English, 
German, French and Italian. 

Dr Djavan has years of ex-
perience in the field of Urolo-
gy and is well experienced in 
managing and treating Prostate 
Cancer, Prostate Disease, Uro 
Oncology, Kidney and Bladder 
Cancer, Testicular Cancer, Uri-
nary Stone Disease and Robotic 
& Minimally Invasive Surgery.

Dr Bob Djavan

His Majesty with King Salman, and HRH Prince Mohammed welcoming him on 
arrival in Riyadh

‘Bahrain upholds 
peace, security’ 

Washington

His Royal  Highness 
Prince Salman bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa, the 

Crown Prince and Prime Minis-
ter, has affirmed that Bahrain is 
committed, alongside its allies, 
to upholding regional and glob-
al peace and security.

HRH Prince Salman made 
the remark as he met yester-
day Chair of Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, Senator 
Bob Menendez, and Ranking 
Member of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, Senator 
Jim Risch, at the United States 
Capitol.

The meeting took place as 
part of His Royal Highness’s 
official visit to the US.

HRH also met with House of 
Representatives Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi at the Capitol.

HRH Prince Salman noted the 
importance of strengthening 
the longstanding relations be-
tween Bahrain and the US to 

develop cooperative efforts that 
benefit both countries and their 
peoples.

He commended the US’s ef-
forts to promote peace, secu-
rity, and stability, which are in 
the best interests of sustainable 
development.

Development programme

During his meeting with 
Speaker Pelosi, HRH Prince 

Sa l m a n  n o t e d  B a h r a i n ’s 
wide-ranging achievements fol-
lowing the launch of its national 
comprehensive development 
programme led by His Majesty 
King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa.

His Royal Highness high-
lighted the constructive parlia-
mentary cooperation between 
Bahrain and the US and com-
mended the latter for the exten-
sive efforts it has undertaken in 
this field.

HRH Prince Salman with the US Senators and Speaker Pelosi, below
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C O U R T  S T O R I E S

 

The Chairman of the Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry (Bahrain Chamber) 
is pleased to invite its registered members to elect the members of the Board of 
Directors for the 30th session in accordance with Article (53) of the bylaw of the Law 
of the Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry issued by Resolution No. (156) 
for the year 2013.

The election of the BCCI members of the Board of Directors for the 30th session will 
be by direct secret ballot undertaken under the supervision of the Election Commission 
and attended by representatives of official bodies and civil society institutions, on 
Saturday 19th March 2022 from 8:00 in the morning until 22:00 in the evening at 
Bahrain International Exhibition and Convection Centre. The Election Committee will 
declare the election result immediately after the completion of the counting process.

To exercise the voting right, the Chamber member must pay all their Chamber’s dues 
within a period not less than seven days prior to the date of election, in accordance 
with Article (14) of the Chamber’s Bylaw, taking into account the following:

1- The member in the election process is represented by the owner of the 
establishment or the legal representative for the chamber member company, and if 
they multiply, they shall delegate one of them to elect.
2- The member exercises the right to vote by himself, and the member may not 
delegate or authorize others.
3- Each member shall have a number of votes restricted by his capital in accordance 
with the Commercial Registration at the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism 
and according to the voters’ list.
4- Each member has the right to elect any number of candidates for the membership 
of the Board of Directors, but not exceeding eighteen candidates, otherwise, his vote 
will be null and void.
5- Non-Voters and non-organizers shall not attend the Election Hall.
6- The member must present an identity document (Identity Card or Passport) of the 
individual establishment and the legal representative of the member companies when 
attending the election.
7- The ballot paper that a member signs or mark will not be considered.

For more information, or to see Decree law No. (48) for the year 2012 concerning the 
Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and industry and its implementing Bylaws, and the 
Voters’ List, please visit the Chamber’s website www.bahrainchamber.bh.

Sameer Abdulla Nass
Chairman of Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Invitation to the members of the Ordinary General 
Assembly of the Bahrain Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry to elect the Board for the 30th Session

Deserts ‘a green energy treasure’   
Experts share renewable energy views as Second Mena IAEE Symposium and Fifth Annual Derasat Forum kicks off 

Staff Reporter 
TDT | Manama

Deserts are treasures of 
renewable energy and 
the Mena region should 

make the maximum use of this 
opportunity, said Dr Mohammed 
Sanduk, Associate Lecturer at 
the University of Surrey, UK. 

His view came at the panel 
discussion held as part of the 
Second Mena IAEE Symposium 
and Fifth Annual Derasat Fo-
rum, which kicked off yesterday. 

“The predominant deserts 
across the Mena region have 
huge potentials for absorbing 
solar energy. The region is also 
quite rich when it comes to gen-
erating wind energy as well,” Dr 
Mohammed said. 

He said the four factors need-
ed to promote renewable en-
ergy in the region are science, 
technology, planning and social 
acceptance.  

Earlier yesterday, the forum 
began with welcome remarks 
from Dr Shaikh Abdulla bin 
Ahmed Al Khalifa, Chairman 
of Board of Trustees at Derasat. 
It was followed by a keynote 
address by Nick Hurd, Former 
British Minister for Climate 
Change and Industry.  

Saqr Binghalib, Executive Di-
rector, Office of Artificial Intel-

ligence, Digital Economy and 
Remote Work Application, UAE, 
said Artificial Intelligence and 
digital economy are key factors 
in green energy transition. “Ar-
tificial Intelligence will have an 
impact of $320 billion in coming 
years in the region.

“There are many who worry 
about AI taking over jobs. But it 

is not true as there are jobs that 
didn’t exist 20 years ago.” 

Dr Omar Al Ubaydli, Director 

of Studies and Research at Dera-
sat, said sustainability has been 
one of the pillars of future vision 

in GCC countries. “As of now, we 
have a power grid across the GCC  
and it will provide tremendous 

opportunities if the grid is linked 
to energy systems of Africa and 
Europe in future.” 

Dr Majid Al Moneef, Chair-
man of the Board, Saudi Asso-
ciation for Energy Economics, 
said there are many challenges 
in green energy transition. “Plas-
tics are still used in electric cars, 
wind towers and solar panels. 
Electrification of passenger cars 
has not reached aviation, ship-
ping and trucking.” 

He said hydrogen is projected 
to meet 18-24 per cent of fuel 
global energy demand by 2050 
and its market will reach $11 
trillion.

Dr Shaikh Abdulla along with other dignitaries at the forum

Nick Hurd speaks at the forum

A panel discussion in progress at the forum

KNOW WHAT

The four factors needed 
to promote renewable 
energy in the region 

are science, technology, 
planning and social ac-

ceptance.  

Two men involved 
in abduction hit 
with jail terms
TDT | Manama

Two men involved in ab-
ducting another man and 

locking him up have been hit 
with imprisonment terms.

The first suspect was sen-
tenced to five years in prison, 
while the other got three years.

They are also involved in 
consuming drugs and possess-
ing pornographic material. 

T h e y  we re  a l s o  f i n e d 
BD1,000 each for their crimes.

According to court files, the 
Public Prosecution received a 
complaint from the competent 
security department stating 

that the duo kidnapped the 
victim and locked up him in a 
farm located in Shakhura area.

He was allegedly beaten up 
in order to force him to confess 
if he had told police that they 
were on drugs or not. 

The Public Prosecution chief 
said that the case was inves-
tigated immediately after the 
complaint was received and the 
victim’s statements were heard, 
following the defendants were 
questioned and detained before 
being put on a trial. 

Their saliva was tested and it 
was confirmed that they were 
on drugs. 

GCC nationals to stand 
trial over public brawl
TDT | Manama

The Public Prosecution 
chief announced that in-

vestigation into the case of sev-
eral people involved in a public 
brawl have been completed 
and the suspects, all GCC na-
tionals, will stand trial before 
the Lower Criminal Court. 

This came after the Public 
Prosecution received a com-
plaint from the Exhibition 
Road Police Station on the ac-
count of a video showing the 
brutal quarrel went viral. 

The Public Prosecution said 
in a statement that the wit-

nesses of the incident were 
heard, while the suspects im-
plicated in the case were ques-
tioned and it was decided to 
send them for trial before the 
Lower Criminal Court. 

The defendants, according 
to the statement, will be de-
tained, pending the outcome 
of their trial after they were 
charged with physical assault.

Nine Judges 
swear oath 
to adjudicate 
disputes in 
English
TDT | Manama

After the recent amend-
ment of the Bahraini 

Judicial Authority Law, nine 
judges swore legal oath en-
abling the conduct of na-
tional court proceedings in 
English.

The internationally rec-
ognised judges are special-
ised in financial and com-
mercial disputes.

This pioneering initiative 
enhances the adjudication 
of disputes before the na-
tional courts that relate to 
the diverse field of national 
and international contrac-
tual relationships such as 
commerce, the working of 
companies, banks, finan-
cial institutions as well as 
trademarks, intellectual 
property rights, maritime 
and aviation, in addition to 
construction.

With the appointment 
of these internationally re-
nowned judges, access to 
justice is amplified through 
the conduct of litigation in 
English in line with the lan-
guage of the transactions.

This will alleviate trans-
lation challenges, as well 
as decrease litigation costs, 
and increase the speedy res-
olution of disputes while 
ensuring the issuance of 
judgements in accordance 
with international best 
practice. 

These financial and com-
mercial disputes will be ad-
judicated in English if the 
parties agree.
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The Board of Directors of the National Bank of Bahrain B.S.C. (Commercial Registration no. 269) is pleased to 
invite its shareholders to attend the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meeting to be held at 11:00 a.m. on 
Thursday 24th March 2022 at Al Maha Ballroom, Down Town Rotana Hotel, Manama to discuss and resolve the 
agenda items below. If the quorum is not met, a second meeting will be held on Thursday 31st March 2022, or a 
third meeting, if required, will be held on Thursday 7th April, 2022 at the same time and place

Invitation to attend the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Meeting

1- To approve the Minutes of the 65th Ordinary General Assembly 
meeting held on 13 October 2021.

2- To discuss Board of Directors’ report on the Bank’s activities for the 
financial year ended 31st December 2021.

3- Hearing the external Auditors’ Report on the Bank’s financial 
statements for the financial year ended 31st December 2021.

4- To discuss the Bank’s Audited Financial Statements for the 
financial year ended 31st December 2021.

5- To accept the recommendation of the Board of Directors’ to 
allocate the profit for the financial year ended 31st December 2021 
as follows:
A. Transfer the amount of BD 9,363,947/- (Nine Million Three 

Hundred Sixty Three Thousand Nine Hundred Forty Seven 
Bahraini Dinars) to the statutory reserve to reach 50% of the 
issued and paid up share capital.

B. Accept the recommendation of the Board of Directors to issue 
bonus shares equivalent to one share for every ten shares 
issued with a nominal value of 100/- fils per share and the 
total amount of BD 18,727,893.100 (Eighteen Million Seven 
Hundred Twenty Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety Three 
Bahraini Dinars One Hundred Fils) divided into 187,278,931 
(One Hundred Eighty Seven Million Two Hundred Seventy 
Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Thirty One) shares after 
obtaining the approval of the Extraordinary General Assembly 
and the Central Bank of Bahrain.

C. Distribute cash dividends of 20% (20 fils per share), equivalent 
to BD 37,455,786.100 (Thirty Seven Million Four Hundred 
Fifty Five Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Six Bahraini Dinars 
One Hundred Fils) to be distributed from 6 April 2022 subject 
to the approval of the Central Bank of Bahrain as per the 
following:

1- To approve the Minutes of the previous Extraordinary General Meeting held on 
24th March 2021.

2- Approve the increase in issued and paid-up capital from BD 187,278,930.500 (One 
Hundred Eighty Seven Million Two Hundred Seventy Eight Thousand Nine Hundred Thirty 
Bahraini Dinars Five Hundred Fils) divided into 1,872,789,305 (One Billion Eight Hundred 
Seventy Two Million Seven Hundred Eighty Nine Thousand Three Hundred and Five) shares 
to BD 206,006,823.600 (Two Hundred and Six Million Six Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty 
Three Bahraini Dinars Six Hundred Fils) divided into 2,060,068,236 (Two Billion Sixty 
Million Sixty Eighty Thousand Two Hundred Thirty Six) shares at a nominal value of 100 
(One Hundred) Bahraini Fils per share, subject to obtaining CBB’s approval.

3- Approving the amendment of paragraph (B) of Article 5 of the Bank’s Memorandum of 
Association and paragraph (B) of Article 5 of the Bank’s Articles of Association, subject to 
the approval of the Central Bank of Bahrain, to read as follows:
“The value of the issued and paid-up capital is set at the amount of BD 206,006,823.600 
(Two Hundred and Six Million Six Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty Three Bahraini Dinars 
Six Hundred Fils), divided into 2,060,068,236 (Two Billion Sixty Million Sixty Eighty 
Thousand Two Hundred Thirty Six) shares of a nominal value of 100 (One Hundred fils) 
per share.”

4- To approve the necessary amendments of the Bank’s Memorandum and Articles of 
Associations to ensure its compliance with the amendments pursuant to the resolutions 
of the Ordinary and Extraordinary General Assembly held today, by amending and/or 
restating the Memorandum of Association and Articles of Association to include such 
amendments and all previous amendments in addition to the requirements set out 
in decree law no. (20) of 2021 amending some of the provisions of the Commercial 
Companies Law and the Ministerial Resolution no (3) of 2022 amending some provisions 
of the Executive Regulation of Commercial Companies Law, subject to the approval of the 
Central Bank of Bahrain.

5- To authorize Mr. Zaid Yusuf Khonji, Head of Legal & Corporate Governance and Mr. Khalid 
Minwir Al Shammari, Legal Counsel and Board Secretary, to jointly make the necessary 
amendments to the Memorandum of Association and the Article of Association and 
restating such pursuant to the above resolutions and to sign the Amended Memorandum 
and Articles of Association before the Notary Public

Cum-Dividend Date 27/03/2022 

Ex-Dividend Date 28/03/2022

Record Date 29/03/2022 

Payment Date 06/04/2022 

D. Transfer the amount of BD 2,690,250/- (Two Million Six Hundred Ninety Thousand 
Two Hundred Fifty Bahraini Dinars) for the endowment and donations program.

E. Utilise the amount of BD 14,432,876/- (Fourteen Million Four Hundred Thirty Two 
Thousand Eight Hundred Seventy Six Bahraini Dinars) from accumulated retained 
profit to fund the allocations and distributions detailed above.

6- To present the Corporate Governance report of 2021 and to discuss the achieved 
commitment to the Corporate Governance Code and the requirements of the Central 
Bank of Bahrain as set out in the Annual Report.

7- To notify the General Assembly of the transactions carried out during the financial 
year ended 31st December 2021 with any related parties or with the Bank’s major 
shareholders as referred to in the Corporate Governance Report presented to 
the Ordinary General Assembly and further described in note 30 of the Financial 
Statements in line with Article 189 of the Commercial Companies Law.

8- To absolve the members of the Board of Directors from legal liability arising from all 
of their actions for the financial year ended 31st December 2021.

9- To approve the disbursement of the remuneration to the members of the Board of 
Directors in the sum of BD 460,000/- (four hundred and sixty thousand Bahraini 
Dinars) for the financial year ended 31st December 2021.

10- To approve the re-appointment of KPMG Fakhro as Auditors of the Bank for the 
financial year ended 31st December 2022, subject to the approval of the Central Bank 
of Bahrain, and to authorize the Board of Directors to determine their fees.

11- To discuss any other matters in accordance with Article 207 of the Commercial 
Companies Law.

• The shareholders can receive the annual report from Bahrain Clear Company 
B.S.C. (Address: Bahrain Financial Harbour, Harbour gate, Fourth floor, P.O 
Box: 3203, Manama, Kingdom of Bahrain. Phone no: +973 17108786, email: 
registry@bahrainclear.com) starting from (10 March 2022).

• The shareholders may obtain the financial statements for the financial year 
ended 31st December 2021 from the Bahrain Bourse website.

• Any shareholders may obtain a copy of the proxy card from the share registrar 
of Bahrain Clear B.S.C.

• Any shareholder whose name is registered on the Bank’s Shareholder Registrar 
on the day of the meeting has the right to attend in person or to delegate in 
writing any person to attend the meeting and vote on his behalf, bearing in 
mind that this proxy is not the Chairman, a member of the Board of Directors, 
nor one of the Bank’s employees.

• In the event where a shareholder is a corporate entity, the proxy who attends the 
meeting must submit an authorization letter from the shareholder authorizing 
him to be the representative of the shareholder, and the authorisation must be 
in writing and stamped by the authorised person in the company and stamped 

with the company’s seal and submitted at least 24 hours before the date of the 
meeting at Bahrain Clear B.S.C.

• The Power of Attorney (proxy card) must be deposited at least 24 hours before 
the date of the meeting with Bahrain Clear B.S.C. The Power of can be delivered 
by hand or by email to registry@bahrainclear.com making sure it is received 
before the end of the time specified above. It is worth noting that the proxy card 
presented after the specified dates is not valid for the purposes of eh meeting.

For further information, you may contact the Legal Department at the 
National Bank of Bahrain at: +973 17205779.

Farouk Yousuf Khalil Almoayyed
Chairman of the Board of Directors

First: The Agenda of the Ordinary General Meeting Second: The Agenda of the Extraordinary General Meeting

Important notes for the shareholders:

For further inquiries related to the meeting, 
please send an email to our share registrar 

Bahrain Clear B.S.C:
registry@bahrainclear.com

or contact at:
+973 17108786

(+973) 17 228800 nbbonline.com Licensed by CBB as a conventional retail bank 

Project focuses on 
Bahraini dialects    

Bahraini Arabic has 14 dialects, which varies  
from village to village

Staff Reporter 
TDT | Manama 

Sitrawi, Muharraqi 
and Riffayan dialects 
are set to hit the lime-

light as two professors at 
the University of Bahrain 
are all set to launch the 
“Bahrain Thesaurus” pro-
ject by the second half of 
the current year. 

According to language ex-
perts, Bahraini Arabic has 14 
dialects, which varies from vil-
lage to village.  

The project is being car-
ried out by Dr Dana Abdullah 
Abdulrahim, the Director of 
English Language Centre at 
the University and Dr Latifa 
Shamsan Youssef, a teaching 
staff within the English De-
partment. 

The project will focus on half 
a million Arabic words that are 
commonly in use across the 
Kingdom. 

Speaking to our sister paper 
Al Ayam, Dr Dana said: “This 
idea came to my mind while 

pursuing my doctoral studies in 
Canada and I began collecting 
data for the purpose nearly 12 
years ago. I discussed the idea 
with Dr Latifa, who showed 
great enthusiasm to move for-
ward and thus the project was 
born.” 

“Lot of research is required 
in the study of linguistics,” she 
said, adding that the project 
aims at providing an electron-
ic database for the dialect to 
facilitate further learning and 
research for linguistic enthu-
siasts.    

She said the project would 
provide a comprehensive dic-
tionary of Bahraini dialect for 

those wishing to learn 
it. 

Dr Shamsan said 
the project relied on 
collecting recordings 
of Bahraini series and 
talk shows before tran-
scribing them based on 
methodologies adopted 
by the New York Uni-
versity team in Abu 
Dhabi while research-

ing on colloquial dialects in the 
Arab world. 

She said that the project will 
be available on a website along 
with search options for specific 
words and dialects.

A team of students pursuing 
linguistics courses at the uni-
versity were hired to transcribe 
conversations in colloquial di-
alect through television series, 
folk stories, talk shows and 
plays.

Nearly 350 students partic-
ipated in the process of docu-
menting these conversations for 
over five years. Programmers 
and website supervisors are ex-
pected to join the project soon.

Stranded expat goes home   
Staff Reporter 
TDT | Manama 

A blind Indian expat who 
had been stranded in the 

Kingdom for the past 15 years 
yesterday flew home, thanks 
to the efforts of social workers. 

When Harikrishna Eranholi 
arrived in the Kingdom in 2007 
looking for greener pastures he 
never knew what destiny had 
in store. 

Ten years ago, he incurred 
some debts that would become 
a villain in his life in the form of 
a travel ban. 

Worsening the plight, Harikr-
ishna lost his eyesight after 
suffering glaucoma three years 
ago. According to social work-
ers, his company cancelled the 
visa as he suffered from visual 
impairment as well. 

Though Harikrishna at-
tempted to return to India, he 
was unsuccessful owing to the 
travel ban. Once he even trav-
elled to the airport, from where 
he was returned. 

All these days of suffering, he 
was living in a temporary shel-
ter provided by the Kingdom’s 
Sikh community. 

Seeing the plight, a group of 
social workers led by Sudheer 
Thirunilath, who is the Human-
itarian Director Middle East 
Region of World NRI Council 
and the County Head Of Pravasi 
Legal Cell, stepped in to sup-
port Harikrishna. 

According to Mr Thirunilath, 
one of the biggest obstacles in 

his way home was a case filed 
by a citizen demanding BD3,700 
from Harikrishna. “We cleared 
all nine cases against him, but 
this was still pending as the 
complainant did not accept our 
requests.” 

Subsequently, Pravasi Legal 
Cell approached the court with 
the help of their lawyer, who 
requested the court to consider 
the mercy petition filed by him 
and settle the case after paying 
BD1,999 before the court. The 
amount was raised with the 
support from a group of busi-
nessmen in the Kingdom.   

“Harikrishna’s mother is 
74-year-old and suffering from 
a heart ailment. He has a wife 
and teenage son eagerly await-
ing his return. His family is 

under great stress due to the 
situation considering his visual 
impairment,” Mr Thirunilath 
told The Daily Tribune. 

Harikrishna boarded an Air 
India flight to Calicut yesterday. 
The success is the result of ef-
forts put in by the Immigration 
Authorities, Indian Embassy, 
World NRI Council, Pravasi Le-
gal Cell and ICRF. 

At Bahrain International 
Airport, Harikrishna thanked 
Bahraini authorities, Indian 
Embassy, Sikh community of 
the Kingdom, social workers 
Mr Thirunilath, Kerala Pravasi 
Commission member Subair 
Kannur along with the man-
agement and staff of Shifa Al 
Jazeera Hospital for providing 
the timely support and care.

Dr LatifaDr Dana

Harikrishna with Mr Thirunilath at Bahrain International Airport before 
boarding the flight to Calicut, India
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Bahrain, Bosnia for greater 
trade ties, sign seven deals 

Deals signed by BBHS with Bosnian and Bahraini societies, business clubs

TDT | Manama 

Bosnian and Bahraini Soci-
eties and Business Clubs 
signed yesterday seven 

deals for consolidating and ac-
tivating business ties. 

The deals came during a busi-
ness dinner reception hosted by 
the Bahrain-Bosnia & Herzego-
vina Friendship and Business 
Society in Al Hawaj Garden, 
Budaiya. 

Governor of the Northern 
Governorate Ali Abdul Hussain 
Al Asfoor, organisers of Saraje-
vo Business Forum 2022, Ex-
port Bahrain’s Representatives, 
heads of various civil societies, 
businessmen, and top person-
alities in Bahrain, were present. 

Jawad Al Hawaj, Chairman 
of BBHS, said the works of the 
society paved the way for fur-
ther development of Economic, 
Social and Fraternal relations 
between the two nations. 

Riyad Yousef, the First Vice 
Chairman of the Society, ex-
tended support of BBHS to all 

Bahraini Investors interested 
in a wide array of investment 
opportunities in Bosnia & Her-
zegovina.

Azra Çolic, President for VIP 
Business Club of the BBI Group, 
presented a brief overview of 
the SBF 2022 activity and its 
role in promoting and encour-
aging foreign and international 
investment in Bosnia and Her-
zegovina. 

Colic also invited the mem-
bers of the Bahraini Busi-
ness community to a form 
on the 11th and 12th of May 
2022 in Sarajevo, Bosnia and  
Herzegovina.

Sarajevo Business Forum is 
held annually in the Bosnian 
Parliament building with the 
Bosnian Presidency Council, 
diplomats from several coun-
tries, business owners of local 
and international companies. 

Azra expressed complete 
readiness of the delegation of 
the Bosna Bank International 
BBI to support the BBHS.

The deals were signed by 
1. Bahrain-Bosnia &Her-

zegovina Friendship and 
Business Society with the 
Business Club of the Bos-
na Bank International.

2. Bahrain Small and Me-
dium Enterprises Socie-

ty (SMEs) with the SMEs 
Department of the Bosna 
Bank International.

3. Bahrain Businessmen As-
sociation with VIP Busi-
ness Club of the Bosna 
Bank International.

4. Bahrain Businesswom-
en’s Society with VIP 
Business Club of the Bos-
na Bank International.

5. Bahrain-Bosnia &Her-
zegovina Friendship and 
Business Society with the 
Bahrain Businessmen So-
ciety.

6. Export Bahrain with VIP 
Business Club of the Bos-
na Bank International.

7. Export Bahrain with 
Bahrain-Bosnia &Her-
zegovina Friendship and 
Business Society. 

Jawad Al-Hawaj, President 
BBHS, extended his appreciation 
to  Azra Çolic by presenting her 
with an award in honour of her 
works. The event also presented 
a talk by Dr Nada Al Hasawi on 
the Journey of Peace between 
Art and Inspiration. 

Officials during the deal signing

Bosnia and Herzegovina has 
reserves of iron ore around Banja 
Luka and in the Kozara Mountains, 

bauxite near Mostar, and lignite 
and bituminous coal in the regions 

around Sarajevo, Zenica, Tuzla, 
and the Kozara Mountains. Zinc, 

mercury, and manganese are 
present in smaller quantities. 

Forests of pine, beech, and oak 
provide a source of timber. The 
country possesses considerable 

hydroelectric potential; there are 
several hydroelectric and thermal 

power plants.
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Spotlight on business ties with Algeria & Indonesia
Chairman of the Bahrain Chamber Sameer Nass hold talks with envoys of Algeria and Indonesia 

• Nass named tourism, 
financial services, 
industry, food security, 
constructions and urban 
development as plausible 
areas of cooperation 
between both sides.

TDT | Manama 

The Chairman of the Bah-
rain Chamber Sameer 
Nass hailed the strong 

ties bonding Bahrain and Alge-
ria, highlighting the need for 
further stimulating trade and 
business ties and partnerships. 

Nass named tourism, financial 
services, industry, food security, 
constructions and urban devel-
opment as plausible areas of co-
operation between both sides.

Nass was receiving at the 
Chamber’s headquarters yes-
terday the Algerian Ambassador 
to Bahrain Abdelhamid Ahmed 
Khodja, and the Indonesian 

Ambassador to Bahrain Ardi 
Hermawan, in the presence of 
Treasurer Aref Hijris and Act-
ing Chief Executive Officer Dr 
Abdulla Al Sada.

Ambassador Khodja spoke 
about the development projects 
in his country and the new in-
vestment law to be launched, 
which aims at encouraging for-

eign investments and streamlin-
ing business and trade. 

He also called the Bahraini 
business community to partici-
pate in exhibitions and functions 

in Algeria to explore investment 
and partnership opportunities.

Speaking to the Indonesian 
Ambassador, Nass expressed the 
keenness of the business com-
munity on stepping up trade and 
partnership. 

He highlighted promising 
opportunities in education and 
training and food security while 
affirming the readiness of the 
Bahrain Chamber to liaise with 
business owners from both sides 
and facilitate all business en-
deavours.

Ambassador Hermawan called 
to consolidate efforts between 
the Bahrain Chamber and its 
Indonesian counterpart to fos-
ter partnerships and encourage 
trade. He also called to hold joint 
meetings, business functions, 
and exchange business delega-
tions to step-up business rela-
tions.

in pictures, Sameer Nass during talks with envoys of Algeria and Indonesia

Solidarity’s Digital retail 
transactions grew 70% in 2021
TDT | Manama 

Solidarity Bahrain, one of 
the largest insurance com-

panies in Bahrain and a sub-
sidiary of Solidarity Group 
Holding, said it witnessed an 
increase in the number of its 
digital transactions to 53% of 
the total retail portfolio in 2021 
in comparison to 31% in the 
previous year, representing 
growth of 70%

Solidarity has been pioneer-
ing the insurance market by 
providing its customers with 
several digital touchpoints for 
fast and seamless ways of con-
necting with the Company to 
fully conduct any transaction 
at any time from anywhere. 

The Company ’s digital 
touchpoints included video 
insurance, the first of its kind 
in the Kingdom and the region, 
along with other services like 
the WhatsApp Chatbot, online 
portal and digital self-service, 
to name a few. 

Commenting on the oc-
casion, Jawad Mohammed, 
Chief Executive Officer, said: 
“At Solidarity, we have al-

ways directed our initiatives 
towards elevating our online 
services as part of our Digital 
Transformation strategy, and 
since the start of the world-
wide pandemic, we have wit-
nessed the rise in the number 
of digital retail transactions. 
Our investments in digital in-
frastructure over the last years 
enabled us to deliver an un-
paralleled experience to all 
customers through utilizing 
globally trending technologies 
in the insurance market.” 

Jawad Mohammed, Chief Executive 
Officer

Oil soars past $110/bbl on 
growing Russian supply 
disruptions
Reuters | New York

Oil prices surged beyond 
$110 per barrel yesterday 

as traders scrambled to seek 
alternative oil sources due 
to supply disruptions after 
sanctions on Russian banks 
amid the intensifying Ukraine 
conflict, while U.S. crude in-
ventories fell unexpectedly, 
underscoring the already tight 
market.

Brent crude futures hit their 
highest since June 2014 at 
$113.94 a barrel, before easing 
to $109.85 by 10:46 a.m. EST 
(1546 GMT), up $4.88, or 4.7%.

U.S. West Texas Interme-
diate (WTI) crude futures 
jumped more than $9 to 
$112.51 a barrel, hitting the 
highest since May 2011 before 
losing some steam to trade up 

$4.55, or 4.4%, at $107.96.
Russian oil exports account 

for about 8% of global supply.
US President Joe Biden 

warned Vladimir Putin that 
the Russian leader “has no 
idea what’s coming” in a State 
of the Union speech domi-
nated by Russia’s invasion of 
Ukraine.

Meanwhile, a coordinated 
release of 60 million barrels 
of oil agreed on Tuesday by 
International Energy Agency 
member countries failed to 
reassure the market and prices 
rose after the announcement.

In a move likely to exacer-
bate global supply tightness, 
buyers are avoiding oil from 
the CPC pipeline originating 
in Kazakhstan, source of more 
than 1% of the world’s supply, 
owing to sanctions concerns.



• Russia’s largest lender Sberbank is 
quitting almost all European markets, 
blaming big cash outflows and 
threats to its staff and property

• US airplane manufacturer 
Boeing said it was suspending 
parts, maintenance and technical 
support for Russian airlines

• Airbus also stopped sending spare parts to 
Russia and supporting Russian airlines

• Apple said it had stopped sales of iPhones and other 
products in Russia, while Ford Motor joined other 
automakers by suspending operations in the country.

•  Sanctions imposed on Russia have significantly 
increased the likelihood that the country defaults on 
its dollar- and other international market government 
debt, investment bank JPMorgan warned. 

• Google said it has blocked mobile apps 
connected to RT and Sputnik from its Play store.

• The United States is “very open” to imposing 
sanctions on Russia’s oil and gas industry, 
White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki said.

• US President Joe Biden barred Russian flights 
from American airspace and led Democratic 
and Republican lawmakers in a rare display of 
unity yesterday in a State of the Union speech 
dominated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

• Cruise missile hits Ukraine’s 
Kharkiv city council 
building - deputy 
regional governor

YOU MUST BE THE CHANGE YOU 
WISH TO SEE IN THE WORLD.
MAHATMA GANDHI
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Anne Sullivan begins teaching 6 
year old blind-deaf Helen Keller

1st major strike of the Russian 
“February Revolution” starts at the 
giant Putilov factory in Petrograd 

[OS=Feb 18]

Mahatma Gandhi begins a fast in Mumbai 
(Bombay) to protest against autocratic 
rule in India

Battle of the Bismarck Sea: 
Australian and American air 

forces devastate Japanese navy 
convoy
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We are closely mon-
itoring the talks 

in Vienna including the 
possibility that an agree-
ment will be signed al-
lowing Iran to install 
centrifuges on a broad 
scale in a few years. This 
is unacceptable to us. 
Israel will know how to 
defend itself and ensure 
its security and future.”

@JoeBiden

I strongly welcome al-
lied action taken today 

to exclude seven Russian 
banks from SWIFT. This 
crucial step will cut 
those banks out of a ser-
vice facilitating trillions 
of pounds of financial 
transactions and will se-
verely hamper Russia’s 
ability to trade with oth-
er countries

@RishiSunak

Glad $1.5 billion has 
been pledged to-

wards @UNOCHA- @
UNHCR’s combined ap-
peals of $ 1.7 billion for 
people affected by the 
#Ukraine emergency. @
WHO needs $50 million 
to address public health 
risks in coming months: 
treat trauma & injuries 
& address disruption of 
health services.

@DrTedros

You cannot claim to 
be green while your 

plans and projects un-
dermine the net-zero 
target & ignore the major 
emissions cuts that must 
occur this decade. People 
see through this smoke-
screen. OECD countries 
must phase out coal by 
2030, and all others by 
2040.

@antonioguterres

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed by 
columnists are personal and 

need not necessarily reflect our 
editorial stances)
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439,421,085

5,987,035

372,059,244

Deaths

Recovered:

New cases 

New deaths 
+793,380

+3,173

Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 485,093 24,110 415,490 45,493

Saudi 
Arabia

746,066 +476 9,002 +1 725,107 11,957

UAE 880,970 +519 2,301 837,139 41,530

Kuwait 620,452 2,539 609,349 8,564

Oman 383,389 +1,145 4,246 +2 370,831 8,312

Qatar 357,583 +291 670 354,030 2,883

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 80,697,924 977,402

2 India 42,938,599 514,246

3 Brazil 28,811,165 649,717

4 France 22,782,609 138,576

5 UK 18,985,568 161,630

6 Russia 16,592,824 353,230

7 Germany 15,009,351 123,763

8 Turkey 14,149,341 94,648

9 Italy 12,829,972 155,000

10 Spain 11,036,085 99,883

11 Argentina 8,904,176 126,257

12 Iran 7,066,975 137,267

13 Netherlands 6,446,603 21,582

14 Colombia 6,065,801 138,854

G l o b a l  t a l l y
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News in brief 
 u An adviser to Ukrainian 
President Volodymyr Zelenskiy 
said yesterday that Russia had not captured 
Kherson, a southern port city that Russia had 
earlier said it had seized.  Oleksiy Arestovych 
said fighting continued for the provincial 
capital of around a quarter of a million 
people, which sits at the Dnipro river’s 
exit into the Black Sea. “The city has not fallen, our side continues to defend,” 
Arestovych told a live briefing broadcast on the website of the president’s office. 
“Fighting in the streets continues.” “Information that Kherson has fallen and so 
on - that’s not true. Our military and local defenders continue resisting in the city 
and around it.”

u Ukrainian 
Defence Minister 
Oleksii Reznikov said 
yesterday the country 
was set to receive 
Stinger and Javelin 

missiles from abroad, as well as another shipment of Turkish drones. Several 
Western countries have pledged to supply Ukraine with weapons to fend off a 
Russian invasion.

u Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison on Tuesday said he has tested positive 
for COVID-19 and was experiencing flu-like symptoms, 
including fever. “I am continuing to follow health 
guidelines and am isolating at home in Sydney,” 
Morrison said in a statement issued late Tuesday night.

u China will not join in sanctions on 
Russia that have been led by the West, the 
country’s banking regulator said yesterday, adding 
that he believed the impact of the measures on China 
would be limited. “As far as financial sanctions are 
concerned, we do not approve of these, especially the 

unilaterally launched sanctions because they do not work well and have no legal 
grounds,” Guo Shuqing, chairman of the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory 
Commission, told a news conference. “We will not participate in such sanctions. 
We will continue to maintain normal economic and trade exchanges with relevant 
parties,” he said.

u Russian and Belarusian athletes can compete as neutrals at the 
Winter Paralympics in Beijing, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) 
said yesterday, despite widespread calls to ban them following Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine for which Belarus has been a key staging area. “They will compete 
under the Paralympic flag and not be included in the medal table,” the IPC said 

in a statement. “In deciding what action to take, 
the Board was guided by the IPC’s core principles, 
which include a commitment to political neutrality 
and impartiality, and an unwavering belief in the 
transformative power of sport.

u A second Indian 
student died in Ukraine. The student was from 
Punjab. He suffered a stroke. He was in hospital for quite 
sometime. The Indian national has been identified as 
Chandan Jindal. “He lost his life due to natural causes. His 
family is also in Ukraine,” MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi 
was quoted as saying by ANI.

Ukraine to 
receive more missiles 
and Turkish drones, 
minister says

China will not 
join sanctions on 
Russia, banking 

regulator says

Indian 
student dies 
of stroke in 

Ukraine

Australian 
prime minister 
tests positive for 

COVID-19

Russian and 
Belarusian athletes 
can compete as 
neutrals at Beijing 

Winter Games

Ukrainian official 
says Kherson not 
captured by Russia, 
fighting continues

The confusion over how Russia has used 
its air force comes as President Joe Biden’s 

administration rejects calls by Kyiv for a 
no-fly zone that could draw the United States 

directly into a conflict with Russia, whose 
plans for its air force are unclear.

KNOW

BETTER

Ukrainians train to fight with Molotov cocktails

A view shows destroyed Russian Army multiple rocket launchers with the letter “Z” 
painted on their sides in Kharkiv

A charred military vehicle is seen on a road near the town of Bucha in 
the Kyiv region, Ukraine

A woman sits next to a child patient whose treatments is underway, in 
the hallways of basement floors of Okhmadet Children’s Hospital, as 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine continues

People take cover as an air-raid siren sounds, near an apartment building 
damaged by recent shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine

A view shows destroyed Russian Army all-terrain infantry mobility 
vehicles Tigr-M (Tiger) on a road in Kharkiv, Ukraine

The battle for Ukraine in pictures

What happened to Russia’s 
Air Force? experts stumped
• Ukraine’s own air 
force is still flying and 
its air defenses are still 
deemed to be viable

• Ukrainian troops with 
surface-to-air rockets 
are able to threaten 
Russian aircraft

• Military experts 
have seen evidence 
of a lack of Russian air 
force coordination with 
ground troop formations

Reuters | Washington

Before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, 
US intelligence had predicted a 
blistering assault by Moscow that 

would quickly mobilize the vast Russian 
air power that its military assembled in 
order to dominate Ukraine’s skies.

But the first six days have confound-
ed those expectations and instead seen 
Moscow act far more delicately with its 
air power, so much so that US officials 
can’t exactly explain what’s driving Rus-
sia’s apparent risk-averse behavior.

“They’re not necessarily willing to 
take high risks with their own aircraft 
and their own pilots,” a senior U.S. de-
fense official said, speaking on condition 
of anonymity.

Vastly outmatched by Russia’s military, 
in terms of raw numbers and firepower, 

Ukraine’s 
own air force is 

still flying and its 
air defenses are still deemed to be viable 
- a fact that is baffling military experts.

After the opening salvos of the war on 
Feb. 24, analysts expected the Russian 
military to try to immediately destroy 
Ukraine’s air force and air defences.

That would have been “the logical and 
widely anticipated next step, as seen 
in almost every military conflict since 
1938,” wrote the RUSI think-tank in Lon-
don, in an article called “The Mysterious 
Case of the Missing Russian Air Force.”

Instead, Ukrainian air force fighter jets 
are still carrying out low-level, defensive 
counter-air and ground-attack sorties. 
Russia is still flying through contested 
airspace.

Ukrainian troops with surface-to-air 
rockets are able to threaten Russian air-
craft and create risk to Russian pilots 
trying to support ground forces.

“There’s a lot of stuff they’re doing 

that’s perplexing,” said Rob Lee, a Rus-
sian military specialist at the Foreign 
Policy Research Institute.

He thought the beginning of the war 
would be “maximum use of force.”

“Because every day it goes on there’s 
a cost and the risk goes up. And they’re 
not doing that and it just is really hard to 
explain for any realistic reason.”

Military experts have seen evidence 
of a lack of Russian air force coordina-
tion with ground troop formations, with 
multiple Russian columns of troops sent 
forward beyond the reach of their own 
air defense cover.

T h a t 
leaves Rus-

sian soldiers 
vulnerable to attack 

from Ukrainian forces, in-
cluding those newly equipped with 

Turkish drones and US and British an-
ti-tank missiles.

David Deptula, a retired US Air Force 
three-star general who once commanded 
the no-fly zone over northern Iraq, said 
he was surprised that Russia didn’t work 
harder to establish air dominance from 
the start.

“The Russians are discovering that 
coordinating multi-domain operations is 
not easy,” Deptula told Reuters. “And that 
they are not as good as they presumed 
they were.”

While the Russians have been un-
der-performing, Ukraine’s military has 
been exceeding expectations so far.

Ukraine’s experience from the 
last eight years of fighting with Rus-
sian-backed separatist forces in the east 
was dominated by static World War One-
style trench warfare.

By contrast Russia’s forces got combat 
experience in Syria, where they inter-
vened on the side of President Bashar 
al-Assad, and demonstrated some ability 
to synchronize ground maneuvers with 
air and drone attacks.
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Ukraine invasion

Russia says its delegation is ready 
for new talks with Ukraine
Reuters | Moscow

Russian officials are ready 
to hold a second round of 

talks with Ukraine on Wednes-
day but it is unclear whether 
Ukrainian officials will turn 
up, the Kremlin said.

Kremlin spokesperson Dmi-
try Peskov said there was con-
tradictory information about 
the talks, which would follow 
a meeting at the Belarusian 
border on Monday that failed 
to produce a breakthrough.  

Ukrainian President Volody-
myr Zelenskiy said on Tuesday 
that Russia must stop bomb-
ing Ukrainian cities before 
more talks could take place 

on Russia’s invasion of his 
country.  

“First we can try 
to predict whether 
Ukrainian negoti-

ators will show up or not. Let’s 
hope this happens. Our (ne-
gotiators) will be there and 
ready,” Peskov told reporters.

He said Moscow needed to 
formulate a harsh, thought-out 
and clear response to meas-
ures imposed by Western 
countries to undermine the 
Russian economy.

Asked whether the Nord 
Stream 2 gas pipeline project 
led by Russia’s Gazprom was 
dead, Peskov said the infra-
structure was still there and 
common sense was for it to be 
launched.

Berlin has said it will halt 
certification of the pipeline 
which runs from Russia to 
Germany but has yet to open.  

Peskov said Russia’s econo-
my was experiencing a serious 
blow but that it was solid and 
the country had experience of 
getting through crises.



• Russia’s largest lender Sberbank is 
quitting almost all European markets, 
blaming big cash outflows and 
threats to its staff and property

• US airplane manufacturer 
Boeing said it was suspending 
parts, maintenance and technical 
support for Russian airlines

• Airbus also stopped sending spare parts to 
Russia and supporting Russian airlines

• Apple said it had stopped sales of iPhones and other 
products in Russia, while Ford Motor joined other 
automakers by suspending operations in the country.

•  Sanctions imposed on Russia have significantly 
increased the likelihood that the country defaults on 
its dollar- and other international market government 
debt, investment bank JPMorgan warned. 

• Google said it has blocked mobile apps 
connected to RT and Sputnik from its Play store.

• The United States is “very open” to imposing 
sanctions on Russia’s oil and gas industry, 
White House spokeswoman Jen Psaki said.

• US President Joe Biden barred Russian flights 
from American airspace and led Democratic 
and Republican lawmakers in a rare display of 
unity yesterday in a State of the Union speech 
dominated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

• Cruise missile hits Ukraine’s 
Kharkiv city council 
building - deputy 
regional governor
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We are closely mon-
itoring the talks 

in Vienna including the 
possibility that an agree-
ment will be signed al-
lowing Iran to install 
centrifuges on a broad 
scale in a few years. This 
is unacceptable to us. 
Israel will know how to 
defend itself and ensure 
its security and future.”

@JoeBiden

I strongly welcome al-
lied action taken today 

to exclude seven Russian 
banks from SWIFT. This 
crucial step will cut 
those banks out of a ser-
vice facilitating trillions 
of pounds of financial 
transactions and will se-
verely hamper Russia’s 
ability to trade with oth-
er countries

@RishiSunak

Glad $1.5 billion has 
been pledged to-

wards @UNOCHA- @
UNHCR’s combined ap-
peals of $ 1.7 billion for 
people affected by the 
#Ukraine emergency. @
WHO needs $50 million 
to address public health 
risks in coming months: 
treat trauma & injuries 
& address disruption of 
health services.

@DrTedros

You cannot claim to 
be green while your 

plans and projects un-
dermine the net-zero 
target & ignore the major 
emissions cuts that must 
occur this decade. People 
see through this smoke-
screen. OECD countries 
must phase out coal by 
2030, and all others by 
2040.

@antonioguterres
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Country Total 
cases

new 
cases

Total 
deaths

New 
Deaths

Total 
recovered

Active 
cases

Egypt 485,093 24,110 415,490 45,493

Saudi 
Arabia

746,066 +476 9,002 +1 725,107 11,957

UAE 880,970 +519 2,301 837,139 41,530

Kuwait 620,452 2,539 609,349 8,564

Oman 383,389 +1,145 4,246 +2 370,831 8,312

Qatar 357,583 +291 670 354,030 2,883

Middle East

Country Total cases Total  
deaths

1 USA 80,697,924 977,402

2 India 42,938,599 514,246

3 Brazil 28,811,165 649,717

4 France 22,782,609 138,576

5 UK 18,985,568 161,630

6 Russia 16,592,824 353,230

7 Germany 15,009,351 123,763

8 Turkey 14,149,341 94,648

9 Italy 12,829,972 155,000

10 Spain 11,036,085 99,883

11 Argentina 8,904,176 126,257

12 Iran 7,066,975 137,267

13 Netherlands 6,446,603 21,582

14 Colombia 6,065,801 138,854
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News in brief 
 u An adviser to Ukrainian 
President Volodymyr Zelenskiy 
said yesterday that Russia had not captured 
Kherson, a southern port city that Russia had 
earlier said it had seized.  Oleksiy Arestovych 
said fighting continued for the provincial 
capital of around a quarter of a million 
people, which sits at the Dnipro river’s 
exit into the Black Sea. “The city has not fallen, our side continues to defend,” 
Arestovych told a live briefing broadcast on the website of the president’s office. 
“Fighting in the streets continues.” “Information that Kherson has fallen and so 
on - that’s not true. Our military and local defenders continue resisting in the city 
and around it.”

u Ukrainian 
Defence Minister 
Oleksii Reznikov said 
yesterday the country 
was set to receive 
Stinger and Javelin 

missiles from abroad, as well as another shipment of Turkish drones. Several 
Western countries have pledged to supply Ukraine with weapons to fend off a 
Russian invasion.

u Australian Prime Minister Scott 
Morrison on Tuesday said he has tested positive 
for COVID-19 and was experiencing flu-like symptoms, 
including fever. “I am continuing to follow health 
guidelines and am isolating at home in Sydney,” 
Morrison said in a statement issued late Tuesday night.

u China will not join in sanctions on 
Russia that have been led by the West, the 
country’s banking regulator said yesterday, adding 
that he believed the impact of the measures on China 
would be limited. “As far as financial sanctions are 
concerned, we do not approve of these, especially the 

unilaterally launched sanctions because they do not work well and have no legal 
grounds,” Guo Shuqing, chairman of the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory 
Commission, told a news conference. “We will not participate in such sanctions. 
We will continue to maintain normal economic and trade exchanges with relevant 
parties,” he said.

u Russian and Belarusian athletes can compete as neutrals at the 
Winter Paralympics in Beijing, the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) 
said yesterday, despite widespread calls to ban them following Russia’s invasion 
of Ukraine for which Belarus has been a key staging area. “They will compete 
under the Paralympic flag and not be included in the medal table,” the IPC said 

in a statement. “In deciding what action to take, 
the Board was guided by the IPC’s core principles, 
which include a commitment to political neutrality 
and impartiality, and an unwavering belief in the 
transformative power of sport.

u A second Indian 
student died in Ukraine. The student was from 
Punjab. He suffered a stroke. He was in hospital for quite 
sometime. The Indian national has been identified as 
Chandan Jindal. “He lost his life due to natural causes. His 
family is also in Ukraine,” MEA spokesperson Arindam Bagchi 
was quoted as saying by ANI.
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Ukrainian official 
says Kherson not 
captured by Russia, 
fighting continues

The confusion over how Russia has used 
its air force comes as President Joe Biden’s 

administration rejects calls by Kyiv for a 
no-fly zone that could draw the United States 

directly into a conflict with Russia, whose 
plans for its air force are unclear.
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Ukrainians train to fight with Molotov cocktails

A view shows destroyed Russian Army multiple rocket launchers with the letter “Z” 
painted on their sides in Kharkiv

A charred military vehicle is seen on a road near the town of Bucha in 
the Kyiv region, Ukraine

A woman sits next to a child patient whose treatments is underway, in 
the hallways of basement floors of Okhmadet Children’s Hospital, as 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine continues

People take cover as an air-raid siren sounds, near an apartment building 
damaged by recent shelling in Kyiv, Ukraine

A view shows destroyed Russian Army all-terrain infantry mobility 
vehicles Tigr-M (Tiger) on a road in Kharkiv, Ukraine

The battle for Ukraine in pictures

What happened to Russia’s 
Air Force? experts stumped
• Ukraine’s own air 
force is still flying and 
its air defenses are still 
deemed to be viable

• Ukrainian troops with 
surface-to-air rockets 
are able to threaten 
Russian aircraft

• Military experts 
have seen evidence 
of a lack of Russian air 
force coordination with 
ground troop formations

Reuters | Washington

Before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, 
US intelligence had predicted a 
blistering assault by Moscow that 

would quickly mobilize the vast Russian 
air power that its military assembled in 
order to dominate Ukraine’s skies.

But the first six days have confound-
ed those expectations and instead seen 
Moscow act far more delicately with its 
air power, so much so that US officials 
can’t exactly explain what’s driving Rus-
sia’s apparent risk-averse behavior.

“They’re not necessarily willing to 
take high risks with their own aircraft 
and their own pilots,” a senior U.S. de-
fense official said, speaking on condition 
of anonymity.

Vastly outmatched by Russia’s military, 
in terms of raw numbers and firepower, 

Ukraine’s 
own air force is 

still flying and its 
air defenses are still deemed to be viable 
- a fact that is baffling military experts.

After the opening salvos of the war on 
Feb. 24, analysts expected the Russian 
military to try to immediately destroy 
Ukraine’s air force and air defences.

That would have been “the logical and 
widely anticipated next step, as seen 
in almost every military conflict since 
1938,” wrote the RUSI think-tank in Lon-
don, in an article called “The Mysterious 
Case of the Missing Russian Air Force.”

Instead, Ukrainian air force fighter jets 
are still carrying out low-level, defensive 
counter-air and ground-attack sorties. 
Russia is still flying through contested 
airspace.

Ukrainian troops with surface-to-air 
rockets are able to threaten Russian air-
craft and create risk to Russian pilots 
trying to support ground forces.

“There’s a lot of stuff they’re doing 

that’s perplexing,” said Rob Lee, a Rus-
sian military specialist at the Foreign 
Policy Research Institute.

He thought the beginning of the war 
would be “maximum use of force.”

“Because every day it goes on there’s 
a cost and the risk goes up. And they’re 
not doing that and it just is really hard to 
explain for any realistic reason.”

Military experts have seen evidence 
of a lack of Russian air force coordina-
tion with ground troop formations, with 
multiple Russian columns of troops sent 
forward beyond the reach of their own 
air defense cover.

T h a t 
leaves Rus-

sian soldiers 
vulnerable to attack 

from Ukrainian forces, in-
cluding those newly equipped with 

Turkish drones and US and British an-
ti-tank missiles.

David Deptula, a retired US Air Force 
three-star general who once commanded 
the no-fly zone over northern Iraq, said 
he was surprised that Russia didn’t work 
harder to establish air dominance from 
the start.

“The Russians are discovering that 
coordinating multi-domain operations is 
not easy,” Deptula told Reuters. “And that 
they are not as good as they presumed 
they were.”

While the Russians have been un-
der-performing, Ukraine’s military has 
been exceeding expectations so far.

Ukraine’s experience from the 
last eight years of fighting with Rus-
sian-backed separatist forces in the east 
was dominated by static World War One-
style trench warfare.

By contrast Russia’s forces got combat 
experience in Syria, where they inter-
vened on the side of President Bashar 
al-Assad, and demonstrated some ability 
to synchronize ground maneuvers with 
air and drone attacks.
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Ukraine invasion

Russia says its delegation is ready 
for new talks with Ukraine
Reuters | Moscow

Russian officials are ready 
to hold a second round of 

talks with Ukraine on Wednes-
day but it is unclear whether 
Ukrainian officials will turn 
up, the Kremlin said.

Kremlin spokesperson Dmi-
try Peskov said there was con-
tradictory information about 
the talks, which would follow 
a meeting at the Belarusian 
border on Monday that failed 
to produce a breakthrough.  

Ukrainian President Volody-
myr Zelenskiy said on Tuesday 
that Russia must stop bomb-
ing Ukrainian cities before 
more talks could take place 

on Russia’s invasion of his 
country.  

“First we can try 
to predict whether 
Ukrainian negoti-

ators will show up or not. Let’s 
hope this happens. Our (ne-
gotiators) will be there and 
ready,” Peskov told reporters.

He said Moscow needed to 
formulate a harsh, thought-out 
and clear response to meas-
ures imposed by Western 
countries to undermine the 
Russian economy.

Asked whether the Nord 
Stream 2 gas pipeline project 
led by Russia’s Gazprom was 
dead, Peskov said the infra-
structure was still there and 
common sense was for it to be 
launched.

Berlin has said it will halt 
certification of the pipeline 
which runs from Russia to 
Germany but has yet to open.  

Peskov said Russia’s econo-
my was experiencing a serious 
blow but that it was solid and 
the country had experience of 
getting through crises.



A J M KOOHEJI GROUP BSC CLOSED has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17403304  or  lmra@AJMKOOHEJI.COM
Abdulaal Cleaning & Maintenance 
Company W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17404101  or  
SMALACME@GMAIL.COM
BLUE SWIMMING CRAB FACTORY FOR 
PRESERVING FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39777647  or  hr@
jaradahfish.com
BLUE SWIMMING CRAB FACTORY FOR 
PRESERVING FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39777647  or  hr@
jaradahfish.com
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MAINTENANCE CLERK , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700211  or  HRD@
DREAMGROUP.BH
AL ABRAAJ RESTAURANT W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
38700027  or  SALWA@AL-ABRAAJ.COM
DAWOOD SALMAN AL MUDAWIB 
CONTRACTING EST. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39802060  or  
FUTUREDOCUMENT@GMAIL.COM
TURK EXCAVATION AND CONTRACTING 
COMPANY B.S.C CLOSED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39429987  or  
gro@turk.bh
TAMBURU RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66668008  or  
salma.alhiddi@hotmail.com
SUN CHAISER DECORATIONS EST has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE 
ASSISTANT , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33179311  or  USMANBAH857@
GMAIL.COM
HOME TOWER CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17620600  or  INFO@HANIBH.COM
Saleh Abdulla Kameshki & Sons B.S.C 
(c) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17250627  or  
admin01@kameshki.com
Deccan a/c repairing workshop has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17466057  or  BAHALMAS1@GMAIL.COM
SALON FOFO BEAUTY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77361166  or  
TAHERFATEMA506@GMAIL.COM
AL SABAH AIRCONDITIONING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17786599  or  
alabah.aiconditioning@gmail.com
Hardeez has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17262998  or  
MHAHMED@AMERICANA-FOOD.COM
Eclat beauty has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17828877  or  
OBAIDA.ALKHAN@GMAIL.COM
Cold Trading Co W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39785177  or  
IRSHAD.ANNANCGS@GMAIL.COM
CONTRATECH W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17554430  or  
INFO@CONTRATECH-BH.COM
KINGDOM BUILDING PAINTING 
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PAINTER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17640222  or  
KBPC2004@GMAIL.COM
HOME TOWER CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17620600  or  INFO@HANIBH.COM
M SQUARE DESIGN W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39821917  or  
MASOOMA@MSQUAREBH.COM
SHIHAB SKY MOBILES CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33789060  or  MDSHIHABUDDIN23@
GMAIL.COM
BEHARI DREEM STAR TRADING W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 

33599768  or  BT4WLL@GMAIL.COM
Commissioning specialist services co 
s.p.c Owned by RUAIRI THO has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OPERATOR(OIL 
REFINING-MACHINE) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17400781  or  
OFFICE@CSSMIDDLEEAST.COM
M SQUARE DESIGN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  OFFICE BOY / FARRASH 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39821917  or  MASOOMA@MSQUAREBH.
COM
Burj nawal contracting has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35609260  or  
AM.TRUELOVER@GMAIL.COM
ALHAKAWATI COFFEE SHOP has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36989989  or  EBRAHIMBADER@
HOTMAIL.COM
UNION WOOD WORKS has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17500331  or  
ABDULHU@BATELCO.COM.BH
Life Line Medical Devices W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
EXCUTIVE , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 77015757  or  AVANEESH_
KARANWAL@YAHOO.COM
ZAYANI POLYMER FACTORY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  MACHINE 
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17464043  or  HRMANAGER@
JAZAYANI.COM
Doniv Marble W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17785525  or  
DONIVMAR@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALZAHRAA PALACE SANDWICHES has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33252888  or  shabanbh@gmail.com
Ben eid towers Real estate has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17250078  or  
KEHF-2011@HOTMAIL.COM
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PORTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17334172  or  suzanne@reemcompany.com
ASPIRSTAR has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33371719  or  
ASPIRELAUNDRY@HOTMAIL.COM
STYLISH YOU BOUTIQUE AND TAILORING 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33639564  or  KHURRAM_LEO82@YAHOO.COM
Ben eid towers Real estate has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17250078  or  
KEHF-2011@HOTMAIL.COM
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PORTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17334172  or  suzanne@reemcompany.com
MAITHAM ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING 
SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39007929  or  
JEGATHISHBAH@GMAIL.COM
Alosra Restaurant  X L W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17240098  or  admin@uniquewll.com
SAIMA MOHAMMAD contracting has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17231939  or  mkas.trading@gmail.com
True Cleaner Co. Partenership Co. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39625104  or  EMANALIJASSIMALAYADHI@
GMAIL.COM
ATHEWAQ CAFTERIA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SANDWICHES MAKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33347333  or 
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PORTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17334172  or  suzanne@reemcompany.com
ROSE LAND REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
35548247  or  SOMRAJADVERTISING@
GMAIL.COM
YES EXPRESS TOBACOO has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39655383  or  
HANIBOHAMAD74@GMAIL.COM
VSNB REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  OFFICE BOY / FARRASH 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17483838  or  NISHANASHIHAB245@
GMAIL.COM
RANEEN GATE TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34854363
ABUALSADAH WORK SHOP has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36156815  or  
SAHMEDMAITHAM91@GMAIL.COM
DAWOOD SALMAN AL MUDAWIB 
CONTRACTING EST. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39802060  or  
FUTUREDOCUMENT@GMAIL.COM
GG CONSTRUCTION AND CLEANING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36941976  or  ggccbahrain@gmail.
com
ABDULNABI THABET BUILDING 

MAINTENANCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17785290  or  
AL.Thabet.c.w@gmail.com
TABASSUM CONSTRUCTION OF 
FLOATING COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33650789  or  
WAQASANJAM786@YAHOO.COM
ABDULLA AL QASEER TAILORING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17292753  or  BUYASSER88@HOTMAIL.
COM
MOON CHAISER DECORATIONS CO 
BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36428158  or  VISTAWORLDBH@GMAIL.
COM
NATIONAL RADIATOR INDUSTRIES W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  TURNER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17400502  or  NRIWLL@BATELCO.COM.BH
A J M KOOHEJI GROUP BSC CLOSED has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17403304  or  lmra@AJMKOOHEJI.COM
ABDULHADI ALAFOO WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17874756  or  
alafoo@batelco.com.bh
BAHRAIN CINEMA CO. B.S.C. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17258900  or  
KARIMA@CINECO.NET
Al Helli Supermarket B.S.C Closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877209  or  hanan@ALHELLI.COM
Al Helli Supermarket B.S.C Closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877209  or  hanan@ALHELLI.COM
Al Helli Supermarket B.S.C Closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877209  or  hanan@ALHELLI.COM
SMS Security Services W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SECURITY GUARD 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17742962  or  SMSWLL@BATELCO.COM.BH
HARDEEZ has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17262998  or  ssaleh@
americana-food.com
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
DOWN TOWN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17404866  or  DOWNTOWN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
BLUE SWIMMING CRAB FACTORY FOR 
PRESERVING FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39777647  or  hr@
jaradahfish.com
BLUE SWIMMING CRAB FACTORY FOR 
PRESERVING FISH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39777647  or  hr@
jaradahfish.com
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
PALM COAST CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33445560  or  
aamirbh@gmail.com
PALM COAST CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33445560  or  
aamirbh@gmail.com
MANAMA TOWER HOTEL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39975200  or  info@
impeRialgRoUpbh.com
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17334172  or  suzanne@
reemcompany.com
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 

(GENERAL) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17334172  or  suzanne@
reemcompany.com
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PORTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17334172  or  suzanne@reemcompany.com
REEM EVENTS MANAGEMENT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PORTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17334172  or  suzanne@reemcompany.com
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ARAB Union Contracting Co WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17533125  or  GOLDENGROUPBAHRAIN@
GMAIL.COM
Shakespeare and co wll has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WAITER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17200067  or  AIA@
RAHIMHOLDINGS.COM
Shakespeare and co wll has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  KITCHEN WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17200067  or  AIA@RAHIMHOLDINGS.COM
ALAA INDUSTRIAL EQUPMENT FACTORY 
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17772900  or  YIR@
AFI.COM.SA
ALSHEALA RENTING OF OTHER 
PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33656333  or  SALMAN.
MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
Charcoal Gourmet Burger Snack W L L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  FOOD 
SERVICE WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36020031  or  
PRINCEBURGER@GMAIL.COM
BDC MANPOWER SERVICES W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER/
PACKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17180530  or  mona.alnokhedha@
bas.com.bh
ALAZHAR CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17702454  or  mohdnew28@gmail.com
Havelock One Interiors WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  PAINTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17832030  or  
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com
CAPITAL FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 77132211  or  jobcfmbah@gmail.com
MOHAMMED AHMADI CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17268111  or  HRD1@macbh.com
SKY WHEEL AUTO PARTS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17001786  or  HALEELRAHMAN777@
GMAIL.COM
ABU SUWAILEH ELECTRONIC has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17340955  or  BURAQROLLERDOORS@
GMAIL.COM
ATIF SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34561904  or  
INTERLOOPBH@GMAIL.COM
ATIF SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34561904  or  
INTERLOOPBH@GMAIL.COM
SAMBOOSA BOX has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33367000  or  
WADYALSAIL@GMAIL.COM
GG CONSTRUCTION AND CLEANING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36941976  or  ggccbahrain@gmail.com
Burj sultan steel fabrication has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34128860  or  
ms4588623@gmail.com
JHEIR  CONTRACTING CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34169404  or  BURJMUHAMMAD786@
GMAIL.COM
WADI ALSAIL GATE CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33367000  or  info@wadialsailgate.com
ABU DANA CONSTRUCTION AND 
MAINTENANCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36388770  or  
almelad9@gmail.com
HAIR STUDIO SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33394994  or  
ALOJAIMI.AHMED@GMAIL.COM
SHAHZAD CONSTRUCTION & DECORE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  ACCOUNTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39441845  or  
krishnashrestha0027@gmail.com
SHAKHTOUR SWEETS  W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BAKER 
& CONFECTIONER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35587811  or  
SGHUMIDH@YAHOO.COM

WADI ALSAIL GATE CONSTRUCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33367000  or  info@wadialsailgate.com
KARISMA MEDICAL CENTER - KMC 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  NURSE(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39350005  or  
STARTMC.CO@GMAIL.COM
AHMED NAWAZ INTERIOR DECOR 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36926902  or  AHMEDNAWAZ8917@
GMAIL.COM
KHABAZ BUNAIRI BAKER W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36650780  or  BBUNIREY@GMAIL.COM
A-ONE COMPUTER CONSULTANCY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39287464  or  AONECOMPUTER7@
GMAIL.COM
MIRZA ABDULLA HAFFAR RADHI / 
KHAIR ALJAMAL -7463 has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  FISHERMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17682140  or  
ABDULRASOOL1991@GMAIL.COM
RUBEENA CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39609881  or  RMNY.
NASIR@GMAIL.COM
Studio Banat has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  PHOTOGRAPHER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36155121
ABU DANA CONSTRUCTION AND 
MAINTENANCE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36388770  or  
almelad9@gmail.com
FOMI 87 W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36206497  or  
JAANFOMI@GMAIL.COM
JAPANESE WORKSHOP has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34128809  or  
ms4588623@gmail.com
VAZHIYORAM RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39828148  or  AHMEDHA.NASSER65@
GMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
V BEACH RESORT HOTEL W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77890032  or  samaha@vidahotels.com
MUHAMMAD QASIM NAEEM PUBLICITY 
AND ADVERTISING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35446580  
or  QASIMNAEEM.ASGHAR@GMAIL.COM
JASSIM SANITARY WARE 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39859377  or  jasim_
murad@hotmail.com
ABDULRIDHA ABDULLA HAIDER 
CARPENTRY WORK has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  PAINTER(FURNITURE) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33260630  or  abdulredha.ali.shops@gmail.com
Childhood taste boutique and tailoring has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39893138  or  QASSIM.8@HOTMAIL.COM
CENTRAL RESTAURANT WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17263271  or  CENTRALCAFE.CO.WLL@
GMAIL.COM
SHUBRA AUTO SERVICES CENTRE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PAINTER(METAL SPRAYER) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39400708  or  
HUHUN888@YAHOO.COM
AYTAROUN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 

contact 33944236  or  bshuwaikh@gmail.com
NUZUL MASAKEN REAL ESTATE 
DEVELOPMENT CO B.S.C.C has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  MANAGER (HOUSING 
& GENERAL SERVICES(EST.)) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17811889  or  
MIRZA1010@HOTMAIL.COM
ISA BIN MUBARAK ALKOBAISI W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  RIGGER , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17732002  or  MD1@ALKOBISIGROUP.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
DC Contracting Co.W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39941114  or  
h.salem@dc.bh
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17009161  or  M.I.75@
HOTMAIL.COM
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17009161  or  M.I.75@
HOTMAIL.COM
Jannaty Bahrain Food Industries Co. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 66716677  or  jamil.h@jannaty.co
Saleh Abdulla Kameshki & Sons B.S.C 
(c) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17250627  or  
admin01@kameshki.com
AVOLA CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17701115  or  
RAJEESHKK4@GMAIL.COM
NATHRY MODHAPI & ALMANDI 
RESTAURNT CO WLL has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38067415  or  
WALEED200@LIVE.COM
KAAF DESIGN STUDIO has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17771813  or  
MOSHARIF8211@GMAIL.COM
WEST CITY TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17760191  or  
ABDULLA.ABUDAHOOM@GMAIL.COM
SAED ALTAMIMI CONTRACTING AND 
GENERAL TRADING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66972997  or  SAED_TAMIMI@HOTMAIL.COM
FABTECH TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER(METAL 
CLEANING) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 36288848  or  CEO@
FABTECHBAHRAIN.COM
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co. 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
FOREMAN , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17536275  or  BEMCO@BATELCO.
COM.BH
SAED ALTAMIMI CONTRACTING AND 
GENERAL TRADING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  LABOURER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66972997  or  SAED_TAMIMI@HOTMAIL.COM
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  OFFICE BOY 
/ FARRASH , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17213003  or  eman@jcgroupglobal.
com
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17213003  or  eman@jcgroupglobal.com
D J AZEM RECORDING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39266333  or  
BASHEERVP980@GMAIL.COM
STYLE CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WELDER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17621168  or  
NEEW11@HOTMAIL.COM
ALOMRAN AUTO SERVICE W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36914499  or  Y60092@HOTMAIL.COM
AVN TRADING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  SALES AGENT , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36208559  or  
VIJITH.UNNI.VV@GMAIL.COM
ESNAD REAL ESTATE PROJECTS 
MANAGEMENT W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17341117  or  info@esnadmanagement.com
Universal Enterprises has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CAKE MAKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17290303  or  
ADMIN@UNIENTER.COM
ERA TRADING CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER(SALES) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
77366606  or  alifbrngroup@gmail.com
KASHAF KIANI DECORATER W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33974695  or  SHAFIQKIYANI@YAHOO.COM
ALQAEN GENT SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BARBER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39667009  or  
MUHAMEDMUSLEH@GMAIL.COM
ALSALAM FURNITURE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17830078  or  
KANAKARAJ.PK@HORIZONINTLGROUP.
COM
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Al Adil Super Market Co Wll has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17295879  or  
BLIS@ARABASIAN.COM
RAO FAHAD BROTHERS REAL 
ESTATE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33719261  or  
RAOFAHADBROTHERS@GMAIL.COM
JANNATH AL KHALEEJ TRADING 
COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17642485  or  
SDC442019@GMAIL.COM
BLOSSAM LAUNDRY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17250666  or  
rabiyas650@gmail.com
Isa towers cleaning services has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39810659  or  
ykahmed@yahoo.com
ALRAIN AUTO SPARE PARTS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17761045  or  ALRAINAUTO@GMAIL.COM
YARA DERMA HOSPITALIA W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17811111  or  TINA@JASGROUP.CO
Fereej almirri baker has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66686866  or  
ALWARRD35@GMAIL.COM
YATEEM AIRCONDITIONING COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
AIR-CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17253177  or  
alitahery@hotmail.com
Havelock One Interiors WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17832030  or  
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com
Havelock One Interiors WLL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CARPENTER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17832030  or  
hamida.alhubail@havelockone.com
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
UNISKILLS W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  CLEANER (GENERAL) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17224578  or  INFO@JANIKINGBAHRAIN.COM
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  STEEL 
CHIPPER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17630580  or  ABRAJKHAMIS786@
GMAIL.COM
MANSOOR ABDHUSAIN ABDALI 
ALSANADI / JARAH – 9845 has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  FISHERMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17732580  or  
moony8030@gmail.com
JASIM A.RAHMAN AHMED ALMUTAW 
( BIN SALEM - 11207) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36433346  or  
JALMUTAWEH@GMAIL.COM
BDC MANPOWER SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MECHANIC 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17180530  or  mona.alnokhedha@bas.com.bh
Karac express cafeteria has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39418444  or  
UMNAYAF.MOHAMED@GMAIL.COM
IRON STONE  DECORATION CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17744983  or  
TOQEER7600@HOTMAIL.COM
Dream World Construction Co. W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34111999  or  sharef.works@gmail.com
STATUS SERVICES W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17294927  or  
LALA_JI06@YAHOO.COM
HOT BURGER TIME has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38488088  or  
SAALI2421976@GMAIL.COM
DANA GARDENS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17711333  or  
hassan@emaar.bh
BODY & MIND LADIES SPA W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASSEUR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34380063  or  VICTORIAFIONA2015@
YAHOO.COM
KAY SALON AND SPA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39799397  or  
BATOOL82@BATELCO.COM.BH
AL KOOHEJI ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17701711  or  
lmra@kecc.me
BOMBO SHAWARMA W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WAITER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17000342  
or  BAMIN@DIVIDENDGATECAPITAL.COM
KAY SALON AND SPA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39799397  or  

BATOOL82@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALBUHAIR OIL MARKETING 
CORPORATION EST has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER-ATTENDANT-(FUEL 
STATION) , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39669330  or  buhair.37755@gmail.
com
MISHAL NASS CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33889480  or  MNASS.CONT@GMAIL.COM
Arslan Cheema Trading Co. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33396208  or  ARSLANCHEEMA024@
GMAIL.COM
AL KOOHEJI ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  MASON 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17701711  or  lmra@kecc.me
BAHRAIN ICE CREAM BISCUITS 
FACTORY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WORKER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17251700  or  a-zulaikh@hotmail.com
HEMPEL PAINTS (BAHRAIN) W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  PLANNING 
& PROD. CONTROL MANAGER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36040705  or  
MAGI@HEMPEL.COM
TAKE AWAY RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  KITCHEN WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36201441  or  KFALKHAJA@HOTMAIL.COM
ALLAQ RESORT COMPANY BSC CLOSED 
SOFITEL BAHRAIN ZALLAQ THALA has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17636363  or  ahmed@jazayani.com
AL KOOHEJI ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS & CONSTRUCTION 
WLL has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17701711  or  lmra@kecc.me
MCDONALDS W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  FOOD SERVICE WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17220000  or  AMAL.ALMOUSAWI@
FAKHRO.COM
EAGLE HILLS DIYAR COMPANY W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  ASSISTANT 
MANAGER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17564616  or  yg@eaglehills.com
BLAZE RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) 
, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17623625  or  MKHONJI@
DIVIDENDGATECAPITAL.COM
ALJAMEEL CONSTRUCTION WLL 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
STOREKEEPER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17213003  or  eman@
jcgroupglobal.com
HEALTH & SAFETY CONTRACTING 
TECHNOLOGY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17660059  or  
PLATINUM.ASC@GMAIL.COM
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17009161  or  M.I.75@
HOTMAIL.COM
SULTAN ENGINEERING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  CIVIL ENGINEER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77022100  or  
SULTANENG2010@YAHOO.COM
EAST ARAB CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713731  or  
EASTARABCON@GMAIL.COM
Waleedalkabah Restaurant has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32244866  or  
ALMAHDAWYAA@GMAIL.COM
HEMPEL PAINTS (BAHRAIN) W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  DIRECTOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36040705  or  MAGI@HEMPEL.COM
EAST ARAB CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MASON , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17713731  or  
EASTARABCON@GMAIL.COM
AL KOBRA CLEANING EST has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17232500  or  
HR@ALKOBRAGROUP.COM
Mr. sparkle cleaning has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33331155  or  
JSHAIBANI@GMAIL.COM
GULF MARKETS INTERNATIONAL W 
.L .L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17490040  or  MISHAL@
ALFANARINVESTMENT.COM
Nidukki Trading Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CLEANER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17456218  or  
OPERATIONS@NIDUKKI.BH
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  EMPLOYEE(OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17552722  or  SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.
BH
Al Helli Supermarket B.S.C Closed has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17877209  or  HANAN@ALHELLI.COM
YOUNG JIN ENTERPRISE COMPANY 
LIMITED has a vacancy for the occupation 

of  LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17700711  or  JEONG.
DONGJIN.0102@GMAIL.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CARPENTER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ERECTOR-
STEEL-(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730437  or  
OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MASON , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17730437  or  OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
KFC KENTUCKY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262998  or  
ssaleh@americana-food.com
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  AIR TRANSPORT PILOT(TRI-
STAR & BOEING) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17337804  or  recruitment@gulfair.com
NASS ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING CO. 
(W.L.L) has a vacancy for the occupation of  
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17727925  or  yousif@aanass.net
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  DRIVER(HEAVY TRUCK) 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33747598  or  AHMEDALSAYED88@
HOTMAIL.COM
ABDULAZIZ ALSAYED TRADING & 
CONTRACTING W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33747598  or  
AHMEDALSAYED88@HOTMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY 
W.L.L CLEANTEC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36636640  or  
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
FATENAT ALKHALEEJ BEAUTY CENTRE 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
BEAUTICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39332314  or  BEAUTY.GULF@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
GULF CITY CLEANING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
GULF CITY CLEANING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
GULF CITY CLEANING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17727925  or  
yousif@aanass.net
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13300444  or  HROFFICER@AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  DRIVER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13300444  or  HROFFICER@AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39188855  or  SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
GMAIL.COM
TAMCON CONTRACTING CO W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
FOREMAN(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36636624  or  
AALABBASI@TAMCON.BH
Arabian International Contracting CO. 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  MASON , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39677780  or  AWALSERV@
BATELCO.COM.BH
FRSAN PALACE HOTEL CO. W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WAITER/
BARTENDER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17295555  or  samuigroup.bh@
gmail.com
KINGDOM ASPHALT COMPANY W L L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  FOREMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17466776  or  TAHERA@KINGODM.BH
YOLO DIGITAL MARKETING W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39808224  or  INFO@YOURVISION.US
REDTAG W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  MANAGER (GOODS 
DISCHARGE) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17644110  or  LAYLA.GULOOM@
REDTAG.AE
GALIA W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  GENERAL MANAGER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33203131  or  PA@
GALIA.ME

ALHAJ HASSAN GROUP B.S.C CLOSED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PRODUCTION PLANNING ENGINEER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17551111  or  VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers 
w. l. l has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SECURITY GUARD , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17717730  or  
ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers 
w. l. l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17717730  or  ALAZZAMGROUP@
YAHOO.COM
SHAHLA LADIES SALOON & BEAUTY has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32332010  or  reem.hakeem.7@hotmail.com
HAMAD TOWN PHARMACY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SALES EXECUTIVE 
REPRESENTATIVE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39118999  or  adnan.
alalawi@htp.com.bh
K B 92 VICTORY SERIVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  COMPUTER 
OPERATOR , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 35411081  or  BAIG.CLC@
GMAIL.COM
Mr. sparkle cleaning has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33331155  or  
JSHAIBANI@GMAIL.COM
SHAHLA LADIES SALOON & BEAUTY has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
32332010  or  reem.hakeem.7@hotmail.com
POWER COOL FOR COOLING AND 
REFRIGERATION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  AIR-CONDITIONING 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 66688706  or  POWER_COOL.
BH@HOTMAIL.COM
ALBADO CONTRACTING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  
PAINTER(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17403340  or  
ALBADOCENTRE@GMAIL.COM
AL KARAM PERFUMES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39935880  or  
SHANAVAZ_SAIT@HOTMAIL.COM
DRIVER CAR WASH has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17770525  or  INFO@
DRIVER-BH.COM
SCRAP AREA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39665776  or  
ALTHURAIYA-143@HOTMAIL.COM
JASSIM ABDULLA JASSIM 
ALRUMAIHI(JALSAT ALKHAIR2\2231) has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SEAMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17840316  or  JASIM.ALRUMAIHI@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN MAINTENANCE & DIVING 
SERVICES CO has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  ADMINISTRATIVE 
COORDINATOR , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700731  or  info@
bmds.co
SHUTDOWN MAINTENANCE SERVICES 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17742961  or  SMSWLL@BATELCO.
COM.BH
G M AND S CO Bahraini partnership 
company has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66633465  or  
MUSTAFABH353@GMAIL.COM
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER B.S.C.C has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  ERECTOR-
STEEL-(CONSTRUCTION) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17730437  or  
OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
M K CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33527028  
or  MKCONSTRUCTIONWLL@GMAIL.COM
PROTECTS SECURITY SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17700211  or  hrd@dreamgroup.bh
M K CONSTRUCTION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33527028  
or  MKCONSTRUCTIONWLL@GMAIL.COM
SALAH BUSHRI CONSTRUCTION 
EST has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CARPENTER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17233556  or  SALAH@
CHANDALBAHRAIN.COM
AL MUBQRIYIYA PALACE TRADING has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33440109  or  RAF39888@GMAIL.COM
MS BEAUTY BOUTIQUE SALON has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17830008  or  M-SHEER@LIVE.COM
MICRO VIEW ELECTRONIC W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33137241  or  IMRANGULZAR4U@GMAIL.COM
SABA KINGDOM RESTURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39035358  or  SABA77KING@GMAIL.COM
ALSHAHEEN CONTRACTING 
ESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 

qualified applicants can contact 17683576  or  
basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
SILVER MOTOR CYCLES CENTRE 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  RETAIL TRADE SALESMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17784460  or  
SILVER@BATELCO.COM.BH
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  CLEANER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  AMEER@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
G4S Secure Solutions Bahrain W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17714409  or  SUMAIRA.YASMIN@
BH.G4S.COM
GUARDUS SECURITY CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17400407  or  HRD@
ALMOAYYEDCG.COM
IDEAL REFRIGERATION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  AIR-CONDITIONING 
TECHNICIAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17442629  or  jaffalbahrain@
gmail.com
CLUB 338 W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  COOK(GENERAL) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17550106  or  
PRADEESHKM1@GMAIL.COM
VIEW CORNER W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER(JUICE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33240755  or  
VIEWCORNERWLL@YAHOO.COM
POLLUX GENTS TAILORING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  LABOURER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36414364  or  
B.NAWA@YMAIL.COM
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CLEANER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17786500  or  careers@kcbahrain.com
KARTEC SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  ELECTRICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17823236  or  
KHALIDAR@KAR-GROUP.COM
FIRST TeachBahrain W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  MANAGER 
(CUSTOMER SERVICES) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38794993  or  zainab.
abdulrahman@gmail.com
LE ROSES RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  CASHIER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33890430  or  
FATIMANSOOR.MF@GMAIL.COM
MASTER COOL COMPANY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17783698  or  TEJVINDER@
MASTERCOOLBH.COM
KARTEC SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17823236  or  
KHALIDAR@KAR-GROUP.COM
HYDRO SPA AND SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39452717  or  
FAHAD.BUFAISAL@GMAIL.COM
CAPERS CAFETERIA W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  HEAD(KITCHEN) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39633301  or  INFO@ARGT-BH.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers 
w. l. l has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17717730  or  
ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
FARIS ALKHALEEJ TAILORING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  TAILOR , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33858115  or  NADIA94BH@GMAIL.COM
MILANO GATE SPORT ITEMS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33944498  or  hkbclearance@gmail.com
ABBRUCH CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38779601  or  
ABBRUCH9090@GMAIL.COM
MADEENA BAZAR TRADING WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SALESMAN 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39839739  or  SAYEDHELPLINE888@
GMAIL.COM
Stiller Agency for the Supply Workers 
w. l. l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
PASTRY COOK (RESTAURANTS) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17717730  or  
ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
Organ auto services has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER (CAR ELECTRICAL 
WORKSHOP) , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33305499  or 
MAHMOOD ALJAMAL COMPANY W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS 
OFFICER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33750101  or  LEYANCOMBH@
GMAIL.COM
ABDU CONSULTANCY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33102396  or  
AFZALPANJABI37@GMAIL.COM
NERAN SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66633465  or  
SALMANBH488@GMAIL.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  WELDER , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17552722  or  SIAM7373@
BATELCO.COM.BH

GREEN DALE TRADING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66643447  or  DOCZMANAMA123@GMAIL.
COM
WAHAT AL DIRAZ CONSTRCTION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of  HEAVY 
DRIVER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33363999  or  QASSIM.890@GMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
MAZARS CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
AUDITOR , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17580079  or  falshehabi@mazars.bh
SYME MECHANICAL CONTRACTING W.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17456311  or  SYMEASHOK@GMAIL.COM
WAHAT AL DIRAZ CONSTRCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  WORKER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33363999  or  QASSIM.890@GMAIL.COM
ENERFLEX MIDDLE EAST W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
CONSTRUCTION TECHNICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33667675  or  
bshuqair@enerflex.com
NERAN SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  HEAVY DRIVER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66633465  or  
SALMANBH488@GMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
SYME MECHANICAL CONTRACTING 
W.l.l has a vacancy for the occupation of  
ERECTOR-STEEL-(CONSTRUCTION) , 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17456311  or  SYMEASHOK@GMAIL.COM
VOLUME CAFE AND RESTAURANT has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  CHEF , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36662601  or  
ALI.ALMRSHDI1992@GMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
SYME MECHANICAL CONTRACTING W.l.l 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  WELDER 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17456311  or  SYMEASHOK@GMAIL.COM
BAB ALBAHRAIN HOTEL has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  OFFICE ASSISTANT 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39091513  or  STARPROPERTIESSPC@
GMAIL.COM
AL HEFA INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38867515  or  
AALHFH14@GMAIL.COM
GULF PROJECT SOLUTIONS FOR 
GENERAL TRADING & CONTRACTING 
- IZZ Y has a vacancy for the occupation of  
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36990956  or  
BALSHARIEF@GPS-GULF.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
FAYAZ SUPPORT SERVICES COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of  
WORKER , suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39698028  or  MUSHTAQ29SP@
GMAIL.COM
Anamta Beauty Salon has a vacancy for 
the occupation of  BEAUTICIAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39111510  or  
CRAZY.FOOFA88@GMAIL.COM
AL -SADAH KITCHEN COMPANY 
has a vacancy for the occupation of  
COOK(GENERAL) , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36684495  or  AKCO.
SM1983@GMAIL.COM
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SECURITY 
GUARD , suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17262725  or  DELTA.SS@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ABDULLAH BIN MOHAMMED AL SHAMI 
GRAPHIC DESIGN has a vacancy for the 
occupation of  WORKER , suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36779391  or  
ABOOD773.119@GMAIL.COM
Casa regale interior decoration W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of  SUPERVISOR 
, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39994219  or  ASHRAFKASIM@ICLOUD.
COM
KHALID AHMED MATAR ALROMAIHI 
( ALFRYAH 1 / 10462 ) has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  SEAMAN , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39795597  or  
FAWZI600@YAHOO.COM
SIYANA INDUSTRIAL SERVICES & SIAM 
SCAFFOLDS- SIMPLE COMMANDITE 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of  SHEETMETAL WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17552722  or  
SIAM7373@BATELCO.COM.BH
IDEAL GROUP FOR SERVICES AND 
MAINTAINANCE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of  WORKER , suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17242383  or  
ABDULLA.ALRAYES@GMAIL.COM
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celebs

Across
1- Plastic or liberal, e.g.; 5- Beat it!; 10- Voucher; 14- Enticement; 15- Sun-dried brick; 
16- Unaccompanied; 17- Consumer; 18- Rot; 19- Atop; 20- Palpitate; 22- Soft-shell clams; 24- 
Round object, often used to store computer data; 27- Energy units; 28- Something removed; 
32- Ventilated; 36- Like; 37- Leash; 39- Flat contract; 40- Badgers; 42- Capital of Yemen; 
44- Confirmation, e.g.; 45- Benjamin; 47- Cavalry weapon; 49- Religious sch.; 50- Ford flop; 
51- Altruistic; 53- Bunches; 56- Stringed instrument; 57- Peer; 61- Income source; 65- Work 
without ___; 66- ___ my case; 69- “David Copperfield” wife; 70- 8th letter of the Hebrew 
alphabet; 71- Trunk; 72- Nile wader; 73- Pale; 74- Rock; 75- Not one;

 Down 
1- Touch on; 2- Like some decisions; 3- Echelon; 4- Took steps; 5- Downcast; 6- Alphabet trio; 
7- Fabled fliers; 8- Diminish; 9- Gangster Lansky; 10- More awkward; 11- Clinton’s birthplace; 
12- Are you ___ out?; 13- Sawbucks; 21- Smithereens; 23- I’ve Got ___ in Kalamazoo; 25- Takes 
a load off; 26- Reef material; 28- Move rhythmically; 29- Gnu cousin; 30- Nigerian seaport; 
31- Grannies; 33- Worker’s reward; 34- Politico Kefauver; 35- Judges; 38- Discussion group; 
41- Furtive; 43- Legal rights org.; 46- Vogue rival; 48- Newts; 52- Introduction; 54- Leaves 
out; 55- Fortune-telling cards; 57- Okinawa port; 58- Till bills; 59- Playwright Henley; 60- 
Pianist Peter; 62- Timber wolf; 63- “___ Brockovich”; 64- Freelancer’s encl.; 67- Nine-digit ID; 
68- Foot digit;

S U D O K U C R O S S W O R D

Yesterday’s solution Yesterday’s solution

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in such 
a way that each row across, each column 
down and each 9-box square contains all 
of the numbers from one to nine. 

C I N E M A

THE BATMAN 
(PG-13) (ACTION/CRIME/DRAMA/THRILLER) 
(NEW)
ROBERT PATTINSON, ZOË KRAVITZ, 
PAUL DANO

OASIS JUFFAIR (ATMOS):12.45 + 4.15 + 7.45 + 
11.15 PM
OASIS JUFFAIR (VIP): 12.15 + 3.45 + 7.15 + 10.45 
PM
CITY CENTRE: 12.00 + 2.00 + 2.30 + 3.30 + 5.30 + 
6.00 + 7.00 + 9.00 + 9.30 + 10.30 PM + (12.30 MN 
+ 12.45 MN + 1.00 MN THURS/FRI)
CITY CENTRE (ATMOS) : 1.30 + 5.00 + 8.30 + 
12.00 MN
CITY CENTRE (IMAX 2D): 12.30 + 4.00 + 7.30 + 
11.00 PM
CITY CENTRE (VIP I): 1.15 + 7.45 + 11.15 PM
CITY CENTRE (VIP II): 1.00 + 4.30 + 8.00 + 11.30 
PM
SEEF (I): 11.30 AM + 1.00 + 3.00 + 4.30 + 6.30 + 
8.00 + 10.00 + 11.30 PM
SEEF (II):12.00 + 3.30 + 7.00 + 10.30 PM + (12.30 
MN THURS/FRI)
WADI AL SAIL: 11.30 AM + 12.30 + 3.00 + 4.00 + 
6.30 + 7.30 + 10.00 + 11.00 PM

JHUND 
(PG-13) (HINDI/DRAMA/SPORTS/
BIOGRAPHY) (NEW)
AMITABH BACHCHAN, ABHINAY RAJ SINGH, 
GANESH DESHMUKH

FROM FRI. 4th
OASIS JUFFAIR : 7.30 + 11.15 PM
CITY CENTRE: 1.00 + 4.30 + 8.00 + 11.30 PM
SEEF (II): 1.15 + 4.45 + 8.15 + 11.45 PM
WADI AL SAIL: 4.45 + 10.30 PM

BHEESHMA PARVAM 
(PG-13) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)
MAMMOOTTY, SOUBIN SHAHIR, 
SREENATH BHASI

OASIS JUFFAIR :11.30 AM + 2.30 + 5.30 + 8.30 + 
11.30 PM
CITY CENTRE:2.15 + 5.15 + 8.15 + 11.15 PM
SEEF (I): 11.45 AM + 2.45 + 5.45 + 8.45 + 11.45 PM

WADI AL SAIL: 11.00 + 2.00 + 5.00 + 8.00 + 
11.00 PM
AL HAMRA: 3.00 + 9.00 + (12.00 MN THURS/FRI)

11/11 
(PG-13) (ARABIC/DRAMA) (NEW)
EYAD NASSAR, GHADA ADEL, INJY 
AL MOQADDEM

CITY CENTRE: 7.15 + 9.00 PM
SEEF (II): 4.45 + 11.30 PM

HEY SINAMIKA 
(PG-15) (TAMIL) (NEW)
DULQUER SALMAAN, KAJAL AGARWAL, 
ADITI RAO HYDARI

OASIS JUFFAIR : 11.15 AM + 2.15 + 5.15 + 8.15 + 
11.15 PM
SEEF (II): 11.00 AM + 2.00 + 5.00 + 8.00 + 11.00 
PM
WADI AL SAIL: 10.45 AM + 7.30 PM
AL HAMRA: 6.00 PM

NARADAN 
(PG-13) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)
TOVINO THOMAS, ANNA BEN, INDRANS

OASIS JUFFAIR : 11.00 AM + 2.00 + 5.00 + 8.00 
+ 11.00 PM
SEEF (I): 11.15 AM + 2.15 + 5.15 + 8.15 + 11.15 PM
WADI AL SAIL:4.30 + 10.30 PM
AL HAMRA: 12.00 NOON

AADAVALLU MEEKU JOHARLU 
(PG-13) (TELUGU) (NEW) 
SHARWANAND, RASHMIKA MANDANNA, 
KUSHBOO

FROM FRI. 04TH 
OASIS JUFFAIR : 3.15 + 8.30 PM
SEEF (II): 1.30 + 6.15 + 11.00 PM

UNCHARTED 
(PG-13) (ACTION/ADVENTURE) 
TOM HOLLAND, MARK WAHLBERG, 
SOPHIA ALI

OASIS JUFFAIR:12.45 + 6.00 + 11.15 PM

CITY CENTRE:2.00 + 4.30 + 7.00 + 9.30 + 12.00 
MN + (12.30 MN THURS/FRI)
SEEF (II):11.00 AM + 1.30 + 4.00 + 6.30 + 9.00 
+ 11.30 PM
WADI AL SAIL: 12.45 + 3.15 + 5.45 + 8.15 + 10.45 
PM 

VALIMAI 
(PG-13) (TAMIL)
AJITH KUMAR, HUMA QURESHI, YOGI BABU

OASIS JUFFAIR:12.45 + 4.15 + 7.45 PM
SEEF (II):10.30 AM + 2.00 + 5.30 + 9.00 PM

BHEEMLA NAYAK 
(PG-15) (TELUGU)
PAWAN KALYAN, RANA DAGGUBATI, NITHYA 
MENON

OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.15 AM + 2.00 + 4.45 + 11.00 
PM
SEEF (II): 3.00 + 11.30 PM

THE SMURFS : AMAZING ADVENTURES 
(G) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY) 
OASIS JUFFAIR (KIDS CINEMA): 11.30 AM + 
3.45 + 8.00 PM

CITY CENTRE (ENGLISH): 12.00 + 1.45 + 3.45 + 
5.45 + 10.45 PM
SEEF (II): (ENGLISH): 12.30 + 4.30 + 8.30 PM
SEEF (II): (ARABIC): 10.30 AM + 2.30 + 6.30 + 
10.30 PM

BLACKLIGHT 
(PG-13)(ACTION/THRILLER) 
LIAM NEESON, AIDAN QUINN, 
TAYLOR JOHN SMITH

CITY CENTRE: 12.45 + 3.00 + 5.15 + 7.30 + 9.45 + 
12.00 MN 

ENCANTO 
(G) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY)
STEPHANIE BEATRIZ, MARÍA CECILIA
 BOTERO, JOHN LEGUIZAMO

OASIS JUFFAIR (KIDS CINEMA): 1.30 + 5.45 + 
10.00 PM
CITY CENTRE: 1.15 + 3.30 + 5.45 + 8.00 + 10.15 PM
SEEF (II): 12.15 + 2.30 + 6.30 PM

WADI AL SAIL:12.15 + 2.30 + 8.15 PM

SPIDER-MAN : NO WAY HOME 
(PG-13) (ACTION/ADVENTURE)
TOM HOLLAND, BENEDICT CUMBERBATCH, 
ZENDAYA

CITY CENTRE: 12.00 + 2.45 + 5.45 + 8.45 + 11.45 
PM

MEN AGL ZIKO 
(PG) (ARABIC/COMEDY) 
MENNA SHALABY, KARIM MAHMOUD 
ABDELAZIZ, AMR ABDEL GELIL

CITY CENTRE:12.15 + 2.30 + 4.45 + 7.00 + 9.15 + 
11.30 PM
SEEF (II): 11.30 AM + 4.15 + 9.00 PM

DEATH ON THE NILE 
(PG-15) (CRIME/THRILLER) 
KENNETH BRANAGH, GAL GADOT, 
ANNETTE BENING 

CITY CENTRE: 12.30 + 3.15 + 6.00 + 8.45 + 11.30 
PM

AAJA MEXICO CHALLIYE 
(PG-13) (PUNJABI/COMEDY/DRAMA)
AMMY VIRK, NASIR CHINYOTI, ZAFRI KHAN

SEEF (II): 12.00 + 8.30 PM

THE GODFATHER 
(15+) (CRIME/DRAMA) 
MARLON BRANDO, AL PACINO, JAMES CAAN

CITY CENTRE: 7.45 + 10.45 PM
CITY CENTRE (VIP I): 4.45 PM
SEEF (II): 5.45 + 8.45 PM
WADI AL SAIL: 1.45 PM

SING 2 
(PG) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY/
MUSICAL)
MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY, REESE 
WITHERSPOON, SCARLETT JOHANSSON

CITY CENTRE: 12.30 + 2.45 + 5.00 PM

Benedict Cumberbatch backs Ukraine 
during Walk of Fame ceremony

Fox | Los Angeles

Benedict Cumberbatch 
took a stand for Ukraine 
during a  Hollywood 

Walk of Fame ceremony in 
Los Angeles Monday, where 
he called on people around 
the world to do what they can 
to help the victims of Russian  
aggression.

Cumberbatch, 45, received 
the prestigious star with his 
wife, Sophie Hunter, 43, but 
he said he was unable to cele-
brate the momentous occasion 
without expressing support for 
Ukrainians across the world 
fighting for their lives.

“I can’t speak today, at this 
very proud moment of my life, 
on this extraordinary platform, 
without acknowledging the 

obvious of what is happening in 
Ukraine and to show my support 
for the people of Ukraine, and my 
support for the people of Russia 
who are opposing the kleptocracy 
and the idiocy of their rulers to 
try and halt the progression of 
this atrocity,” Cumberbatch told 
a group of reporters.

“There’s more for all of us to 
do than to just have thoughts and 
prayers, we need to act,” he added.

“We need to go onto embassy 
websites. We need to see what we 
can do as citizens of the world, 
citizens of Europe… for this hor-
rendous moment,” the actor con-
tinued.

Marvel Studios president Kevin 
Feige and director J.J. Abrams 
joined the Marvel superstar was 
joined at the Walk of Fame cer-
emony, the Daily Mail reported.Benedict Cumberbatch during the Hollywood Walk of Fame ceremony

Andrew Garfield has no plans 
to play ‘Spider-Man’ again
ANI | Washington 

Hollywood actor Andrew 
Garfield recently said 

that he has “no plans” to re-
prise his role as Peter Parker 
in future movies after months 
of denying his involvement in 
‘Spider-Man: No Way Home’.

Speaking to Variety on the 
red carpet of the SAG Awards 
2022 on Sunday night, Gar-
field was asked if he was 
playing ‘Spider-Man’ 
again. The actor 
laughed and said, 
“No plans. That’s 
the truth.”

“Everyone’s gon-
na call me a liar for 
the rest of my life. I’m 
the boy who cried 
wolf,” the actor 
added.

Garfield was 
n o m i n a t e d 
at this year’s 
SAG Awa rd s 
for best male 
a c t o r  i n  a 
leading role 
for his mu-
sical turn in 
Lin-Manuel 
M i r a n d a ’ s 
‘Tick, Tick ... 
Boom!’

M i r a n d a , 
who opened 

the show alongside fellow 
‘Hamilton’ stars Leslie Odom 
Jr. and Daveed Diggs, recalled 
Garfield crying wolf when 
Miranda asked him on set in 
2020 whether he was going to 
play Peter Parker.

“To his credit, he never 
said it to me,” Miranda told 
Variety.

Miranda added, “He al-
ways denied it, but I was 
there the day it leaked. He 

was on my set in November 
when it leaked that he 
was in talks and I qui-
etly went up to him and 
said, ‘Bro, are you in the 
new ‘Spider-Man?” and 

he went, ‘Shut up, shut 
up.’ It was the worst 

acting I’d ever 
seen him do. 
And I went, 
‘He’s gotta 
p r a c t i c e 
that, that 
d e n i a l ,’ 
a n d  h e 
got very 
good at 
i t ,  but 
I  w a s 
t h e r e 

w h e n 
h e  f i r s t 

w o r k -
s h o p p e d 

it.”

Britney Spears is ‘in the 
process of buying a new home’

Bang Showbiz | Los Angeles

Britney Spears is “in the 
process of buying a new 

home”
The ‘Piece of Me’ hitmaker 

thinks “it’s time for a change” 
after living in her current 
house for seven years and se-
curing a $15 million book deal.

In a video, the 41-year-
old pop star wrote on 
Instagram: I’ve lived 
in this house for 7 
years and I’m in the 
process of buying 
a new home… it’s 
time for change!!!! 
I’ve been pret-
ty modest about 
the home I live in 
now!!!”

Britney - who 
is shares Sean, 
16, and Jayden, 15, 
with her ex Kevin 
Federline -  also 
joked about how “I 
know you guys have 

seen me dance in my living 
room … but honestly I have 
three living rooms.”

The clip also gave fans an 
insight into the “spectacular” 
hillside view from her bed-
room window as Britney add-
ed in the caption: “So this is 
the vew from my room… It’s 
pretty spectacular.”

She concluded the post: 
“Maybe one day I’ll give 

you a tour but until then 
here’s the pink sky!!!!”

The plans to move 
and the multimillion 

dollar memoir comes 
after the ‘Crossroads’ 
star was set free from 
the controversial 
conversatorship that 
saw her father Jamie 
Spears control all her 

financial, healthcare 
and business  de-
cisions following 
a judge deeming 
it “no longer re-
quired”.

Andrew Garfield

Britney Spears
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HH Shaikh Khalid crowns Let’s Padel championship winners
TDT | Manama

Hi s  H i g h n e s s  S h a i k h 
Khalid bin Hamad Al 

Khalifa, First Deputy Chair-
man of the Supreme Council 
for Youth and Sports (SCYS), 
President of the General 
Sports Authority (GSA) and 
Chief of the Bahrain Olympic 
Committee (BOC), attended 
the finals of the Let’s Padel 
International Champion-
ship, which took place at the 
Ritz-Carlton in Seef District.

Accompanying HH Shai-
kh Khalid were HH Shaikh 

Salman bin Mohammed Al 
Khalifa, GSA Vice-President, 
Shaikh Abdullah bin Rashid 
Al Khalifa and Dr Abdul-
rahman Sadiq Askar, GSA  
CEO.

On this occasion, HH Shai-
kh Khalid expressed utmost 
happiness at the wide par-
ticipation in the tournament, 
which featured a broad pool of 
male and female players from 
around the world, underlining 
that this kind of champion-
ship supports the efforts to 
open wider horizons for sports 
tourism.

He affirmed that padel sport 
has managed to capture a huge 

segment of participants in 
Bahrain, as many individuals 
from both genders are playing 
the game. 

“As a result, we have a strong 
foundation, through which 
we can compose teams and 
national teams to represent 
the Kingdom of Bahrain at 
continental and internation-
al levels,” HH Shaikh Khalid  
said.

At the end of the champi-
onship, HH Shaikh Khalid 
crowned the winners of the 
top places in the men’s and 
women’s categories.

HH Shaikh Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa, front right, with some of the winners and officials 
at the awarding

We have a strong 
foundation, through 

which we can compose 
teams and national 

teams to represent the 
Kingdom of Bahrain 
at continental and 

international levels
HIS HIGHNESS SHAIKH KHALID BIN HAMAD 

AL KHALIFA

Russian athletes allowed to 
compete at Winter Paralympics

Russian and Belarusian athletes can compete as neutrals at Beijing Winter Games

• Athletes can 
compete under the 
Paralympic flag and 
not be included in the 
medal table, says IPC

AFP | Beijing

Russian and Belarusian 
athletes were given the 
all-clear yesterday to 

compete at the upcoming Win-
ter Paralympics, which open this 
week under the shadow of Mos-
cow’s invasion of Ukraine.

The International Olympic 
Committee (IOC) has urged 
sporting federations across the 
world to exclude athletes from 
Russia as well as Belarus, which 
hosted troops before the inva-
sion.

But yesterday the Interna-
tional Paralympic Committee 
(IPC) held a meeting and posted 
a brief statement saying ath-
letes from the two countries 
would be allowed to compete as  
“neutrals”.

“They will compete under the 
Paralympic flag and not be in-
cluded in the medal table,” the 
committee said.

IPC president Andrew Parsons 
said it was a difficult time for the 
world and the Paralympic move-
ment but he urged competitors 
to treat the “neutral athletes as 
they would any other athletes”.

“Unlike their respective gov-
ernments these athletes and offi-

cials are not aggressors,” Parsons 
told reporters in Beijing.

He declined to say whether 
the IPC would take action against 
any athletes protesting, saying 
it would act on a case-by-case 
basis.

Britain’s Culture Secretary 
Nadine Dorries took a dim view 
of the decision.

“I am extremely disappointed 
in the IPC -- this is the wrong 

decision and I call on them to 
urgently reconsider,” she said 
on Twitter.

“They must join the rest of 
the world in condemning this 
barbaric invasion by banning 
Russian and Belarusian athletes 
from competing.”

Earlier Paralympics Australia 
had also thrown its support be-
hind a ban, saying it was joining 
a “growing number of sporting 
institutions” supporting such 
a move.

But Parsons said the IPC’s de-
cision “is the harshest possible 
punishment we can do within 
the framework of our rules”.

He added that the decision 
had not been unanimous with-

in the committee but he would 
not disclose a breakdown of the 
voting.

The IPC will host an extraordi-
nary general assembly this year 
to vote on whether to make com-
pliance with the Olympic Truce 
a membership requirement and 
whether to suspend or terminate 
the membership of the Russian 
and Belarusian Paralympic com-
mittees.

It will not hold any events in 
Russia or Belarus until further 
notice, it added.

Ukraine team in Beijing 
Much of the sports world 

has reacted in solidarity with 
Ukraine.

FIFA kicked Russia out of the 
2022 World Cup, while rug-
by’s world governing body has 
banned Russia and Belarus from 
all international events “until 
further notice”.

Russian President Vladimir 
Putin, an accomplished judoka, 
was also suspended as honorary 
head of the International Judo 
Federation.

With its civilian airspace 

closed, half a million refugees 
fleeing to neighbouring coun-
tries and Russian troops clos-
ing in on Kyiv, getting Ukraine’s 
Paralympians to Beijing was ex-
pected to be a difficult task.

But Parsons confirmed the 
team’s safe arrival yesterday.

“I’m delighted to say that just 
hours ago, the Ukrainian team, 
consisting of 20 athletes and 
nine guides, arrived safely here 
in Beijing,” he told reporters.

The Eastern European coun-
try has punched above its weight 
in previous Paralympic winter 
events, with frequent podium 
finishes in the biathlon and ski 
events.

The delegation took home 22 
medals in 2018 -- including sev-
en golds -- gaining the sixth spot 
on the world tally.

For some team members, the 
emotional rollercoaster and dis-
rupted focus will be a case of 
deja vu.

During Russia’s hosting of 
the Winter Paralympics in 2014, 
Ukrainian athletes had to grap-
ple with Moscow’s takeover of 
the Crimea peninsula.

Unlike their 
respective 

governments these 
athletes and officials 

are not aggressors
IPC PRESIDENT ANDREW PARSONS

Participants take part in the flame lighting ceremony at the Temple of Heaven

Muharraq clinch BVA Cup bronze medals

• Muharraq take 
five-set thriller 
against Al Najma

• Al Ahli to meet 
Dar Kulaib in 
tournament final

TDT | Manama

Mu h a r r a q  l a s t  n i g h t 
clinched the bronze med-

als in the 2021/2022 Bahrain 
Volleyball Association (BVA) 
Cup.

Muharraq secured third place 
in the annual senior men’s com-
petition after defeating their 
counterparts from Al Najma in 
a five-set thriller 3-2 (25-15, 19-
25, 25-20, 21-25, 15-11).

The victors were spearhead-
ed in the contest by the star 
player Fadhel Abbas.

Following the match, Mu-
harraq’s players and team staff 
were presented their medals 

in a podium ceremony by BVA 
board member Abdulredha 
Ashouri in the presence of BVA 
and club officials.

Muharraq had to settle for 
the game for third after losing 
in the semi-finals to Dar Kulaib, 
while Najma bowed to Al Ahli, 
who are the defending champi-
ons in the national league.

Dar Kulaib and Ahli meet for 
the right to claim the gold med-
als and the coveted BVA Cup. 
The final has yet to be sched-
uled by the BVA.

Ahmed Akbar triumphs in Abu 
Dhabi Showjumping Championship

TDT | Manama

Bahraini athlete Ahmed Akbar has achieved 
first place in Abu Dhabi Showjumping 

Championship which has witnessed wide par-
ticipation from various countries. Meanwhile, 
his compatriot Eyad Fareed came second in the 
same event.

Riding Ola Fan, Akbar overcame strong com-
petition to win the contest which featured 
120cm-125cm hurdles. 

Fareed secured the runner-up position on the 

second day of the Championship as he also had 
to jump over 120cm-125cm hurdles. 

Commenting on their success, Akbar and 
Fareed thanked HH Shaikh Isa bin Abdullah Al 
Khalifa, President of Bahrain Royal Equestri-
an and Endurance Federation (BREEF) for his 
support and backing to the Bahrainis in foreign 
participations.

They affirmed that His Highness’ support 
played a key role in their achievements. They 
also extended their appreciation to their trainer 
Khalid Al Khateri for his efforts to prepare them 
ahead of the Championship.

Ahmed Akbar after his victory Eyad Fareed in action during the event

Muharraq players and team staff with officials after being awarded their bronze medals



F1 tests offer fans chance to be first in world to see 2022 cars on track

• Tickets available for F1 
pre-season testing, with public 
access on 11 and 12 March 
at just 5BD for adults

• Paddock Club hospitality 
also available for premium 
dining and viewing experience

• Free grandstand entry 
for all those with F1 tickets 
purchased before 1 March

TDT | Manama

Whilst pre-season testing in the Formu-
la 2 and Formula 3 championships 

has kicked off at Bahrain International 
Circuit (BIC) this week, the sport’s future 
stars will turn things over to the pinnacle of 
motor racing when Formula 1 hits the track 
in Sakhir for their three-day test taking 
place 10 to 12 March.

The F1 Aramco Pre-Season Testing 2022 
will be the first opportunity for fans to 
witness in person the new generation of F1 

cars on track. All 10 F1 teams and their star 
drivers of 2022 will be taking part in the 
sessions. Running will be held from 10am 
to 2pm and from 3pm to 7pm on each of 
the three days.

BIC will be opening its doors to the public 
on the last two days of F1 testing on 11 and 
12 March. All those who had purchased 
their tickets to the Formula 1 Gulf Air Bah-
rain Grand Prix 2022 before 1 March have 

free access to the pre-season tests.
For those without F1 tickets bought be-

fore 1 March, tickets to the pre-season 
testing are now available to purchase online 
at bahraingp.com. Tickets are priced at BD5 
per day for adults and BD2.5 for children.

F1’s famous Paddock Club hospitali-
ty, with its exceptional cuisine and the 
best view in the house is also available 
for the last two days of testing and those 
interested should e-mail corporate@
bic.com.bh or visit our website for more  
details.

Paddock Club pass holders will also have 
the chance to take part in a Pit Lane Walk 
and Truck Tour on the two open days.

This year’s Bahrain Grand Prix is set to 
be an historic occasion for the sport, as it 
ushers in “A New Era” in F1 following the 
biggest shake-up in rules and regulations 
in the top flight.  

As the host of pre-season testing and the 
opening round of the season, Bahrain’s fans 
are in the enviable position of being the first 
in the world to experience the pinnacle of 
motorsport like never before.

For more information on pre-season 
testing and the F1 Gulf Air Bahrain Grand 
Prix 2022, visit bahraingp.com or call the 
BIC Hotline on +973-17-450000.
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Daruvala, Maloney top 
F2, F3 testing times

Jehan Daruvala leads F2 field while Zane Maloney goes fastest in F3 as pre-season testing gets underway at Bahrain 
International Circuit in Sakhir

• Jehan Daruvala sets 
pace in F2 evening session 
while Liam Lawson goes 
quickest in morning

• Zane Maloney goes fastest 
in F3 afternoon tests after 
earlier finishing behind Arthur 
Leclerc in morning runs

TDT | Manama

Jehan Daruvala and Zane Maloney 
topped their respective opening 
day timesheets yesterday in For-

mula 2 and Formula 3 pre-season test-
ing at Bahrain International Circuit 
(BIC) in Sakhir.

Lawson clocked the day’s fastest lap 
amongst the F2 runners, while Maloney 
set the overall pace in the F3 sessions.

Yesterday ’s action along BIC’s 
5.412-kilometre Grand Prix track 
marked the first of three days of the 
pre-season tests for Formula 1’s two 
feeder series.

The F2 and F3 fields are back in ac-
tion today at “The Home of Motorsport 
in the Middle East” for another full day 
of running. The two championships 
will be alternating track time.

The F3 field will be first to hit the 
tarmac from 9am to 11.30am, to be 
followed by F2 between 11.45am and 
2.15pm. The F3 contenders will then 
return for their afternoon session from 
2.30pm to 5pm, and then F2 will wrap 
up the day’s running between 5.15pm 
and 7.45pm under BIC’s bright flood-

lights.
Daruvala was the overall fastest in 

the F2 field with a top lap time of one 
minute 42.074 seconds. His best mark 
came in the evening session when he 
was out for 25 laps.

The Prema Racing ace was followed 
on the timesheet by Calan Williams of 
Trident who had a best time of 1:42.590, 
while last year’s F3 champion Dennis 
Hauger, also of Prema, came third in 
1:42.602.

Liam Lawson, who had the best time 
in the morning test, followed in fourth 
for Carlin, while his teammate Logan 
Sargeant came fifth, with Felipe Drugo-
vich of MP Motorsport sixth. 

All of the day’s best times were from 
the evening test, with Lawson’s best 
from the morning at 1:44.522.

A total of 22 F2 cars were on track for 

yesterday’s sessions.
Meanwhile, Maloney had the best 

time of the day of 1:47.614 amongst the 
F3 runners. He posted his top mark 

during the afternoon session when 
he completed 23 laps in his Trident 
challenger.

Maloney was previously second in 
the morning session behind Arthur 
Leclerc, the younger brother of Fer-
rari F1 star Charles Leclerc. Leclerc, 
driving for Prema Racing, had a best 
lap of 1:48.005.

Second-fastest overall on the day was 
William Alatalo of Jenzer Motorsport 
with a best lap of 1:47.783, while Le-
clerc’s Prema teammate Jak Crawford 
had the third-quickest time of 1:47.799.

Maloney’s Trident teammate Roman 
Stanek followed in fourth, Franco Co-
lapinto of Van Amersfoort Racing was 
fifth and Victor Martins of ART Grand 
Prix was classified sixth overall. Each 
of their best times were set in the af-
ternoon tests.

A total of 29 cars took part in yester-
day’s F3 sessions.

F2 and F3 are testing in Sakhir in 
preparation for the start of their 2022 
seasons, which will be held in support 
of this year’s F1 Gulf Air Bahrain Grand 
Prix from 18 to 20 March.

It is the third successive year that 
F2 has chosen BIC for its first on-track 
action of the year, while F3 also had 
pre-season running here in 2020.

This year’s F2-F3 joint-tests will be 
followed by F1 pre-season testing, also 
to be held over three days, from 10 
to 12 March. That will set the stage 
for the F1 season’s opening round in 
Bahrain, which is set to be an historic, 
once-in-a-generation event that will 
usher in “A New Era” in F1 following 
the biggest shake-up of rules and reg-
ulations in modern motorsport history.

Zane Maloney testing his Trident in F3 running during the morning yesterday at BICJehan Daruvala drives his Prema Racing car during yesterday’s F2 evening session

This year’s F2-F3 joint-
tests will be followed by 

F1 pre-season testing, also 
to be held over three days, 
from 10 to 12 March at Bah-

rain International Circuit
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Bahrain to host Gulf clubs volleyball

• Reigning national 
champions Al Ahli to 
represent Kingdom in 
competition, which will 
also have teams from 
Oman, Kuwait and 
Qatar vying for the title

TDT | Manama

Bahrain will be hosting the 
38th Gulf Clubs Volleyball 

Championship starting to-
morrow and continuing until 
March 13.

Five teams are taking part in 
the event, including Al Ahli of 
Bahrain, Al Kamil and Al Wafi 
Club of Oman, Al Qadisiya of 
Kuwait and defending cham-
pions Police Sports Club of 
Qatar. Al Nasr from the UAE 
and Al Hilal from Saudi Arabia 
were also set to compete, but 
have withdrawn.

Ahli earned the right to rep-
resent the Kingdom as defend-
ing champions of the Isa bin 

Rashid Bahrain First Division 
Volleyball League.

The participating clubs from 
overseas are scheduled to ar-
rive in the Kingdom today.

The last edition of the tour-
nament was held in Kuwait 
in 2020, which was won by 
Qatar’s Police SC, while Bah-
rain’s Dar Kulaib finished as 
silver-medallists and Kuwait 
Club were third.

Heading into this year’s 
competition, Bahrain’s Mu-
harraq Club holds the record 
for most titles in the champi-
onship, currently holding 10.

Qadisiya follow with seven, 
while Al Ahi of Saudi Arabia 
won it five times.

Amongst Bahrain’s other 
clubs, Al Najma have won it 
twice as have Al Nasser, while 
Dar Kulaib won the title  
once.

Bahrain’s Dar Kulaib 
finished as silver-med-
allists in the last edi-

tion of the tournament


